
By BERNIE BELLAN

By now, the nightmarish situation in which the Simkin Centre, like so
many other Personal Care Homes across Canada, was plunged in
2020, is receding like a distant memory.

But, for residents of the centre, along with their families, and the staff that
was working to protect them, the two months of unremitting anxiety that
began with the death of resident Gwen Nelko on October 22, 2020, and
which didn’t end until almost two months later with the final death of a res-
ident due to Covid, is a period in time that will long not be forgotten.

The Simkin Centre recently released its Annual Report. Not surprisingly,
Covid dominates the content of the report.

Here, for instance, are excerpts from the message of Chief Executive
Officer Laurie Cerqueti:

“The past year and a half has been dominated by Covid-19. This virus has
affected every aspect of our operation. Despite all of the Covid related
challenges, we have so much to be proud and thankful for.

“Our impeccable planning, execution and adaptability has served our
organization and Residents well throughout our Covid journey. We have
come to be seen as leaders in the management of Covid in the long term
sector. Representatives from our site sit on a number of the Maples
Working Groups that were formed following the tragic failure at the
Maples Personal Care Home. Our communication strategies throughout the
pandemic have been recognized and will be included as examples of best
practices in Long Term Care during Covid in Canada. We are frequently
contacted by the media for interviews on different topics related to Covid.
One of our proudest moments was the media attention of our recovery
parades…

“With the development of the Covid-19 vaccines, a new hope was
brought to the Centre starting in January 2020. Curently, over 99% of our
Residents and staff have been vaccinated. The vast majority of our staff did
not require a vaccine mandate to roll up their sleeve and get the shot. They
knew it was the right thing to do…

“I am thankful for our Residents who have shown great resilience during
such a difficult time. We remembers, with sadness, and mourn the
Residents that were lost due to the pandemic.I believe that the darkest days
of the pandemic are now behind us. We look forward to the return of more
normal times where we can welcome everyone back to the Centre.

Laurie Cerqueti, BA, BN, MSA, RN
Chief Executive Officer
In his own report, Fiscal Advisory Chair Avrum Senensky made the fol-

lowing observations:
“In all aspects, the fiscal year ending March 31, 2021 was a challenging

one for the Simkin Centre. This definitely included fiscal management of
the Centre. It is impossible to budget for all of the unknowns that were
faced during the pandemic Approximately 1 million dollars was spent on
pandemic related supplies and salary costs during the fiscal year.

“The Centre ended the year with a small surplus of $15,578.”
In its statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets, the Centre

shows that, while expenses were up one and a half million dollars from
2020 to 2021, revenues were up by almost exactly the same amount. The
primary factor in the Simkin Centre’s being able to show a small surplus
was the huge increase in funding received from the Winnipeg Regional
Authority: up from $10,275,850 in 2020 to $11,903,624 in 2021.

By BERNIE BELLAN

It was a little more than one year
ago that the Simkin Centre was
hit hard by Covid for an almost

two-month period. 
As I noted in a daily blog that I

kept updating on our website, it was
on December 14 that I was finally
able to report that “as of today, there
are no active cases of COVID-19 at
the Simkin Centre. After almost two
consecutive months with at least one
active case every day - either among
residents or staff, there is now reason
to believe that the worst is over.”

But, what happened from October
22 – December 14 was nightmarish
in scope.

A total of 40 cases were reported among both staff and residents, with 21
staff hit by Covid, while 29 residents also fell ill. While no staff died as a
result of Covid, 11 residents did, beginning with Gwen Nelko on October
22 and ending with Mahmonir Vahdat on December 14.

On October 27 the Simkin Centre front
entrance was the scene of a dedication of a
memorial to the 11 residents who lost their
lives to Covid during that terrible two-
month period.

Rabbi Kliel Rose of Etz Chayim
Congregation delivered remarks to mem-
bers of families of the deceased who had
gathered that cold October day, along with

several employees who were also in attendance.
Marilyn Regiec read out the names of the 11 residents who died:
Gwen Nelko
Esther Shuster
Mary D Turner
Lena Parisien
Sheila Streifler
Luba Zalkind
Irene Fonseth
Annette Rosenberg
Gary Marantz
Hilda Loeppky
Mahmonir Vahdat
The memorial was donated by Larsen’s Memorials at no cost.
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Simkin Centre dedicates memorial to the 11 residents 
who lost their lives to Covid last year

Project Menorah
Submitted by the Simkin Centre:

During the darkest time of the year,
when the sun is most hidden, the cele-
bration of Chanukah shines a ray of
hope through the shadows, and it is
often through simple and unrecog-
nized miracles that we are able to feel
the warmth of the light.

This year, The Saul and Claribel
Simkin Centre is delighted to
announce “Project Menorah”.   This
extraordinary event will showcase five
stunning nine-foot menorahs situated
in the front of our building, our atrium,
and all three courtyards. Residents,
family, staff and the community at
large will thoroughly enjoy basking in
the light that these spectacular meno-
rahs will be emitting.  

The inspiration for this special event
arose from the remarkable display
observed at St. Boniface Hospital.  As a Jewish organization we felt pas-
sionate and compelled to provide our Residents and community with a
magnificent menorah display at our Centre.

Sponsorship for one menorah is $2500.00 and a donor recognition plaque
will be placed on each, along with a full charitable donation tax receipt.

Don and Bev Aronovitch have chosen to sponsor a menorah saying, “Bev
and I are thrilled to sponsor one of the Simkin Centre’s new menorahs.  We
are very pleased that there will be five that will be situated throughout the
facility in order for Residents to see one of them.  Chanukah brings hope
during one of the darkest times of the year, and the menorahs bring light to
the spirit of us all.”

If you would like to sponsor a menorah, please contact Aviva Tabac at
(204) 589-9027.

May the Festival of Light bring blessings upon you and all of 
your loved ones.

Simkin Centre CEO looks back on most harrowing year 
in history of Sharon Home and Simkin Centre

One of five new menorahs to
be situated throughout the

Simkin Centre

Longtime Simkin Centre volun-
teer Marilyn Regiec unveils the
monument dedicated to the 11
Simkin Centre residents who lost
their lives to Covid last year



It’s more coincidence than anything planned
that we have three separate stories about the
Simkin Centre on our front page this particu-

lar issue. While the stories are somewhat related,
they also point to the impact that our Jewish
Personal Care Home has on the lives of so many
individuals and families.

With 200 residents and a staff numbering 250
the Simkin Centre was at the eye of the Covid

storm that swept through Winnipeg last fall. In many ways that seems so
long ago, as so much has happened since then in what has remained a
tumultuous and extremely unsettling period in human history.

As I looked back at the blog I was keeping on our website detailing the
number of Covid cases, I was reminded yet again how hard the Simkin
Centre was hit by Covid. As I note in my article about the dedication of a
monument to the 11 residents who passed last year, 29 residents and 21
staff tested positive for Covid in a two-month period beginning October 22
and ending December 14.

We’ve learned an awful lot more about Covid since then, but perhaps one
of the most impressive facts to emerge from within the Centre’s recent
Annual Report is that 99% of the staff and residents are now fully vacci-
nated. When you compare that with the situation in Manitoba’s Southern
Health Region where, as of November 3rd, 101 staff had either continued
to refuse to be vaccinated or to undergo thrice weekly testing for Covid, it’s
easy to understand that in order to get ahead of this pandemic we’re going
to need a near universal buy-in for vaccinations.

To be honest, when Covid first started to spread in Personal Care Homes
across Canada, it was employees in PCH’s who often worked in more than
one PCH who were spreading Covid. Many of them lived in multi-genera-
tional homes as well, where the odds of spreading Covid within family
members was so much greater than in homes with  fewer residents.

While residences such as the Simkin Centre took all the precautions that
were known to be available at the time, including isolating residents and
having staff wear Personal Protective Equipment, it was inevitable that a
virus that seemed to transmit with such ease – even when all known safe-
guards were put into place, was going to continue to spread among a pop-
ulation (elder seniors) that was most vulnerable – until such time as an
effective vaccine was developed.

One of the effects of the deep swath that Covid cut across PCH’s every-
where was that many families postponed for as long as possible putting
their loved ones into PCH’s. It is only recently that many vacant beds at the
Simkin Centre have been filled once again. And because,  all things being
equal, a Jewish applicant for a bed will received priority over a non-Jewish
applicant, the fact there were so few Jewish applicants for beds in 2020 and
into 2021 led to a much higher number of non-Jewish residents moving
into the Simkin Centre.

But, what happened with all those elder individuals who otherwise might
have entered into the Simkin Centre? That’s a question that I wonder about
quite a bit.

For the past few months I’ve been delivering meals for the Gwen Secter
Centre, first under the program that saw them delivering free meals twice

a week to 300 different indi-
viduals, and more recently
under a new program which
sees Gwen Secter providing
paid kosher Meals on Wheels
to  33 different individuals.
Many of the individuals
whom I have encountered
have mobility issues and,
under other circumstances,
might be considered candi-
dates either for an assisted
living facility (if they could
afford one) or, in some cases,
a Personal Care Home.

(By the way, Gwen Secter
is in need of more volunteer
drivers to deliver kosher
meals, so if you’re at all
interested in volunteering,
please call Becky Chisick at
204-339-1701. Becky says
they need drivers for the
south end of the city in par-
ticular.)

To be honest though, given
how Covid swept through
PCH’s in 2020 going into

2021 until the widespread availability of vaccines, I can well understand
the apprehension that anyone who, in previous years, would have entered
into a PCH without much hesitancy, is still extremely reluctant to enter into
a PCH.

In addition, something that seems to be missed in the entire discussion of
seniors is just how large a proportion of our Jewish community is made up
of what would be defined as seniors (65+). I’ve reproduced a table on this
page that I first compiled in January 2018 that shows just how heavily
skewed our Jewish population here is toward the older demographic.

I’m not going to get into the reliability of the figures on the table. Clearly
the 2016 census was an outlier, but the trends are unmistakable: Our Jewish
population is predominantly older – and getting even older, as many
seniors now are living well into their 90s and even 100s. The fact that the
vast majority of Jewish seniors (and I include myself among the group) are
able to live either in our own homes or apartments or in assisted living
facilities is an indication how different things are from what they were even
30 years ago.

Back then there were relatively few assisted living residences, but over
the past 30 years the number of such facilities has skyrocketed. At some
point I’d love to see a more detailed inventory of just where our Jewish
population here lives – not just in which geographic areas of the city, but
what types of housing as well.

As I’ve been noting ever since Covid took hold in the winter of 2020 the
two organizations that have gone above and beyond in terms of delivering
services to the older members of our community have been Jewish Child &
Family Service and the Gwen Secter Centre. While the Simkin Centre
plays an integral role within our community, the fact that so many seniors
are still able to live independently, or with a certain amount of assistance,
means that organizations that cater to those seniors will have increasingly
important roles to play within our community.

Turning to the younger demographic though, I was intrigued to view a
film which is to be shown at Tarbut this coming Sunday, tiled “Ma Nishma
Manitoba”. As I note in my story about the film on page 19, it was pro-
duced by two young women who wanted to provide a perspective about our
community from a young person’s viewpoint.

Given that both producers of the film come from backgrounds in which
one of their parents isn’t Jewish, their reflections – along with the reflec-
tions of several other young people who are featured in the film, offer inter-
esting insights into what being Jewish nowadays means for younger peo-
ple. 

One of the most interesting observations made during the course of “Ma
Nishma” occurs when the filmmakers ask various individuals to take a
guess what proportion of Manitobans are Jewish?

While various guesses come in higher than the actual percentage, it still
comes as a bit of a shock to hear the figure “1.2%” given as the correct
answer. I don’t know which statistics the filmmakers used to arrive at that
percentage, but it certainly jives with what I would hold to be the case,
based on 2011 figures (which is the last time there was a census that pro-
duced anything close to reliable figures for the Jewish population of
Canada).

I’m reasonably certain that if you were to ask most Manitobans just what
proportion of the population of Manitoba is Jewish you’d get answers that
would be much higher than 1.2%.

Yet, the number of individuals who now have backgrounds that might
include one Jewish and one non-Jewish parent has grown so rapidly, added
to which many individuals who might be considered nominally Jewish at
birth, yet who now choose to identify as something other than Jewish, has
certainly led to a watering down of how many individuals identify totally
as Jewish.
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Short takes

By

BERNIE BELLAN

(Continued on page 4. See “Short takes”.)



“In the Gaza Strip, there is no work, no life, I have children who are
taller than me and I cannot get them married,” remarked another work-
er.

Abu Toameh also points out the Palestinian Authority, headed by
Mahmoud Abbas, also bears responsibility for what many describe as
the economic and humanitarian crisis in the Gaza Strip. Four years ago,
Abbas imposed a series of sanctions on the Gaza Strip in the hope that
the Palestinians there would revolt against Hamas.

“The desperate Palestinians who are now lining up to work in Israel
are the victims of failed Palestinian leaders,” Abu Toameh writes. “They
are the victims of the corruption and incompetence of the Palestinian
Authority and Hamas.”
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Comment

The Left, Jews, and Israel
By Dr. PHILLIP BERGER
Special to The Jewish Post & News

When I was ten years old in Winnipeg, a classmate asked me, “Why
don’t you leave the old man alone?” He was referring to Israel’s
prosecution of Adolph Eichmann, one of the architects of the

Holocaust. As a Jew, I was being held accountable for the actions of Israel.
Twenty years ago, I was interviewed on CBC national radio about hun-

dreds of examples of antisemitic graffiti that I had seen during a visit to the
Polish city of Lodz. A few days later, a Marxist colleague asked me why I,
a Jewish physician, and a leftist, was talking about antisemitism when I
should be talking about the Nazi-like Israeli soldiers. My colleague had
gone one step further than my classmate. Not only must I, as a Jew, label
Israeli soldiers as Nazis, but as a leftist I must subordinate concerns about
antisemitism to condemnation of Israel.   

To him and to other leftists, Jewish and non-Jewish, it seems that pro-
gressive Jews as a group must denounce Israel because of the Israeli gov-
ernment’s actions and positions toward Palestinians. To me personally,
some of those actions and positions are debatable, others are reasonable
and justifiable in the circumstances, and others are to be criticized. None
are simple. The same is true of Palestinians’ actions and positions toward
Israel. Yet one person sent me a communication from an anti-Israel Jewish
group urging Jews on Yom Kippur, the holiest of Jewish holidays, to repent
over the treatment of Palestinians by Israel generally. The exhortation rep-
resents the imposition of a collective political responsibility on Jews sim-
ply because they are Jews. The notion should be anathema to any leftist.  

Indeed, how can Canadian Jews be held accountable for and have any
obligation to denounce Israel simply because they are Jewish? They have
no control as to Israeli government policies or conduct. They are
Canadians. Do we really expect Canadians of Chinese ethnicity to
denounce China, simply because of their ethnicity? Or Canadians of the
Muslim faith to denounce the conduct of Islamic nations, just because
these Canadians are Muslim? We all saw the widespread racist attacks
against Muslims as they were being held accountable for the actions of a
handful of Muslims on 9/11. Good people fought back against blaming all
Muslims for 9/11. Assigning collective responsibility was seen to be wrong
then, and it was. The situation should not be any different for Jews.

Of course, some will argue that the progressive part of the equation, not
the Jewish part, should determine the response of Jewish leftists to Israel’s
actions. Leftist Jews must reflexively reproach Israel, no matter their
Jewishness. Yet the Left does not make the same demand of members of
other religious, national, ethnic, or cultural groups. Only with the Jews
apparently.

Some religious Jews and others claim that G-d punishes Jews who do
not prevent or speak out about the sins of other Jews. Anti-Israel Jews on
the Left then utilize such expectations of collective responsibility to justi-
fy the demand that progressive Jews must damn and boycott Israel. It is
doubtful that rabbis over the ages ever contemplated that their religious
enunciations would be used in this misanthropic manner to urge Jews to
harm and undermine the only Jewish state.

The Left expects progressive Jews to forfeit consideration of their histo-
ry and the defence of Jewish interests in favour of unconditional fidelity to
Palestinian solidarity. Some Jewish groups have followed that route, in the
tradition of Jewish dissent. But many Jewish leftists have deep and excru-
ciating concerns about the numerous threats to the existence of Israel and
to the survival of the Jewish people. When faced with the conflict between
their politics and their Jewishness, these Jewish leftists choose the latter.
That does not mean they feel less anguish over the suffering and deaths of
Palestinians than they feel over the suffering and deaths of Israelis. It
means that at the end of the day, they choose Jewish survival, above all.

Progressives are walking a cynical and unprincipled path when they
demand of their Jewish compatriots that because they are Jews, they must
denounce Israel. Such expectations are racist at their core. It is even worse
when it is only Jews who are singled out for such collective responsibility.
Leftists everywhere should know better and should reject such lines of
thought outright.

Philip Berger was a member of the Canadian Jewish Congress Board
of Directors and is an Officer of the Order of Canada

Gaza Palestinians excited about
prospect of working in Israel

By MYRON LOVE

T
hree weeks ago, Sunrise DC, a climate activist group in Washington,
D.C., pulled out of a rally for voting rights rather than share the event
with Jewish groups that support the State of Israel.

The Israel-hating Sunrise repeats all the phantasmagorical talking points
– such ridiculous claims not only that all Palestinians, but also “black and
brown Jewish-Israelis” (this is a new one... I wonder where this came
from), are treated as “second-class citizens who have virtually no respon-
sive representation in government, often subjecting them to extreme polic-
ing and brutality. In fact, Palestinians living in Gaza and the West Bank
cannot vote in Israel, despite the fact that these territories are occupied and
effectively governed by the state.

(I wonder what alternate reality people like Sunrise members are experi-
encing.  Have they never heard of the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian
Authority or Hamas?)

Sunrise DC claims to “stand with the people of Palestine and not with
those who defend Israeli violence against them”.  It would seem though
that “the People of Palestine” as well as those in the wider Arab world are
not standing with irrational Israel-haters such as Sunrise.

The real Palestinian feeling about Israel – the man on the street rather
than the official Hamas and Palestinian Authority pronouncements – comes
through in a recent report by Israeli-Arab journalist Khaled Abu Toameh in
the online Gatestone Press.  According to Abu Toameh, “Palestinians in the
Hamas-ruled (note – not “Israel-ruled”) Gaza Strip are excited” about the
prospects of working in Israel.

He notes that Israeli authorities have decided to allow thousands of
Gazans to work in Israel. “The news about the Israeli decision spread like
wildfire, prompting tens of thousands of Palestinians to converge on the
offices of the chambers of commerce throughout the Gaza Strip in the hope
of obtaining a permit to work in Israel,” he writes.

(That doesn’t sound to me like people who hate Israel and fear “extreme
policing and brutality”.)

He adds that “an official in the Chamber of Commerce in Gaza City, who
preferred not to be named, said that on the first day of registration more
than 10,000 people applied for permits to work in Israel and that he expect-
ed the number to double in the coming days. Thousands of others have
applied in other registration centers in different parts of the Gaza Strip.”

Abu Toameh further comments that “the fact that a large number of
Palestinians are desperate to work in Israel is a sign of the failure of Hamas
and the Palestinian Authority to improve the living conditions of their peo-
ple despite the massive sums of money they receive from various sources,
including the United, European Union and United Nations.

“Instead of providing job opportunities to the young people and univer-
sity graduates, Hamas, an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood organiza-
tion, has been preoccupied with amassing and manufacturing weapons and
digging tunnels that would be used to attack Israel.

“Instead of building schools and hospitals and industrial zones, Hamas
has been investing millions of dollars in arming and training its military
group, Izaddin al-Qassam. Hamas prefers to spend money on any
Palestinian who is prepared to join the jihad (holy war) against Israel than
on an unemployed university graduate in the Gaza Strip.”

The strong desire of Gazans who want to work in Israel should come as
no surprise considering, Abu Toameh points out, that there is 65% unem-
ployment and 80% poverty in the Hamas-ruled Gaza.

Many Palestinians and Arabs, Abu Toameh states, know exactly who to
blame for the dire economic situation in Gaza – and it isn’t Israel.

He quotes Palestinian Lina Ibrahim as writing that “the scenes of the
Palestinians applying for permits to work in Israel “expose the shame”
Hamas has brought to the Gaza Strip. In addition to the high rate of unem-
ployment and human rights violations,” she said, “young people are unable
to get married because of Hamas’s violation of their basic right to work in
the Gaza Strip.”

Hoda Janna, a Syrian journalist and political analyst whom Abu Toameh
cites, posted a photo of the Palestinians at one of the registration offices
along with the following comment:

“This is the Gaza Chamber of Commerce. Thousands of Palestinians,
including those with [academic] degrees, are fighting for a job in Israel. I
guarantee you that if Israel announced that it wants workers from Algeria,
they would cross the Sahara [Desert] on foot to work in Israel to escape the
hell they are living in at home.”

Another Saudi activist, Al-Hamoodi, remarked that “the Gaza Strip needs
to be liberated from the Hamas gang (not Israel). The truth is being
revealed to the world. Workers from the Gaza Strip express their joy at the
issuance of work permits in Israel. The rate of unemployment has reached
50%, most of them young people. One of them said that after he heard the
news [that Israel was accepting workers), he couldn’t sleep all night.”

Abu Toameh also quotes some of the poor Palestinian job-seekers and
“the sad reality of living under Hamas”.

“For the past 15 years, we have not worked, no income,” said one work-
er.



M
onica Neiman, Cong-
regation Etz Chayim’s
new Program and

Engagement Director, comes to
her new role with impressive cre-
dentials.  For the past seven years
– up until she landed here in June
– she served seven years at her
home congregation –Temple De
Hirsch Sinai in Seattle,

Washington – as Assistant Director of the congregation’s
religion school.

With about 1600 member families, she notes, Temple De
Hirsch Sinai is the largest Reform Congregation for the
Pacific Northwest in the United States.  The K-12th Grade
religion school has an enrollment of approximately 350 stu-
dents divided between two campuses.

(Monica notes that Seattle has a Jewish population of about 70,000.)

Her duties included developing the Judaica curriculum and programming
for students and families, supervising and creating professional develop-
ment for the teachers, coordinating logistics for large school events and
programs involving both campuses; organizing the transition to online
learning at the start of the COVID-19 Pandemic program; involvement in
school budget decisions: teacher hiring and monthly payroll submissions
and involvement in student and new family registration.               

 So, what led Neiman to leave her family, community and dream job and
move halfway across the continent to our fair city? The answer is “love”.

In early 2019, Neiman was in the midst of spring break - one quarter
away from finishing her first year of graduate school at University of
Washington – when she connected through a Jewish Dating App called
JSwipe with Javier Gore, a recent immigrant to Winnipeg from Argentina. 

Initially, Neiman recalls, she assumed that Gore was living in Seattle but,
in fact, the former University of Winnipeg HR student was only in Seattle
to visit a cousin.  Although Neiman was skeptical about the prospect of a
long-distance relationship, her new suitor persuaded her to exchange num-

bers and they started texting. After a week, they arranged to
begin meeting via FaceTime and liked what they saw.

In June, 2019, Gore flew to Seattle to meet Monica in per-
son and things progressed from there in a positive direction.
In January, Neiman came to Winnipeg to marry Gore in a
civil ceremony – a traditional Jewish family wedding is
scheduled for next summer – and she began the six-month
process of becoming a landed immigrant through spousal
sponsorship.

She officially arrived in Canada on August 15 and started
in her new position at Etz Chayim on September 20. 

“I learned about this opening at Etz Chayim,” she says,
“from Lori Binder (Gray Academy of Jewish Education
Head of School and CEO) who is a very good friend of Tracy
Kasner (Etz Chayim’s cantor).  With my background, it

seemed to be a good fit.”

In her new role, Neiman will be organizing and co-ordinating program-
ming that encompasses adults and children and families.  “We are working
on bringing back a modified, in-person Chanukah dinner and other Yom
Tov celebrations throughout the year,” she reports.  “We are also planning
some new educational series every couple of months.  In November, for
example, we will be starting our next Beit Chayim online education series
with a Talmud scholar and, starting during Holocaust Education Week, we
will also be offering a three-part series focusing on Jewish art during and
after the Holocaust.’

She says of her new home city that she is enjoying the slower pace of
life.  “I have told my husband that I feel more relaxed and calmer here,”
she observes.  “The vibe here reminds of what life used to be like in Seattle
when I was growing up.  I appreciate that people in the neighbourhood still
say “good morning” to you.”

Socially, she notes that she and her husband have many friends among
Winnipeg’s Argentinian Jewish community.

“We also enjoy outdoor activities,“ she says of herself and her husband,
such as picnics at Assiniboine Park and hikes.”

She is also looking forward to visiting our city’s museums, tak-
ing in some Jets games and signing up for art classes.

Monica adds that she and Javier are both foodies and enjoy
cooking together and trying out different restaurants.

And, while neither has any family here – her parents and sib-
lings are all in Seattle while his parents are in Argentina and he
has a sister in Miami - there is always Zoom and other online
means of face to face communications.

Then, of course, there is a wedding to prepare for – by which
time it is to be hoped that most Covid restrictions will have been
lifted.
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Community news

Congregation Etz Chayim’s new program director very happy to be living in Winnipeg

By

MYRON LOVE

Yes, I have a particular
interest in wanting to see the
needs of older Jews catered
to, and I’m sure community

planners would say that all needs in the community can be met
to a certain extent, but it’s been three years since the Jewish
Federation released a very ambitious report titled “Community
Forward Goals 2018”. There were so many ambitious goals list-
ed in that report its practical effectiveness in translating goals
into action seemes very hard to realize.

And then along came Covid – which has changed all of our
lives, and probably forever. Unfortunately, one of the most dele-
terious aspects that Covid has had on lives was the shuttering of
so many activities in which young Jewish people would other-
wise have participated, with the most drastic case having been
the closing of sleepover camps.

To what extent the younger generation will have drifted even
further away from Jewish identity over the past two years is a
question that  we’ll likely have to wait for definitive answers. In
the meantime though, as Jewish Child & Family Service and the
Gwen Secter Centre have shown, meeting the needs of isolated
Jewish seniors has required a much more concerted approach
with the arrival of Covid.

As we begin to move back to a more normal existence though,
it will be interesting to see whether programs that cater to
younger members of the community will meet with the same
uptake that programs catering to seniors have.

Short takes
(Continued from page 2.)

MONICA NEIMAN
Congregation Etz Chay-
im’s new Program and
Engagement Director



Submitted by NCJWC

National Council of Jewish
Women Canada (NCJWC),
Winnipeg Section, is very excited

to be organizing the third annual
Mitzvah Day on November 21, 2021.

Mitzvah Day is celebrated around the
world, especially in the UK, where it
was founded.  Community groups each
plan their own good deed event, or mitzvah, to coincide on the same day.
Mitzvahs are focused on giving time, rather than money, to make a differ-
ence in our community.

Mitzvah Day projects this year:
● Manitoba Dental Hygienists Association – donating dental hygiene

products to Spence Neighbourhood Association
● Rady Jewish Community Centre and Early Learning Centres - col-

lecting books and toys for Indigenous Women Healing Centre
● Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada– collecting children’s

books
● Congregation Adas Yeshurun Herzlia – sock drive for Agape Table
● Jewish Federation of Winnipeg - Women’s Philanthropy – donating

feminine hygiene products to Ndinawe Safe House
● Camp Massad – collecting winter clothing for Jewish Child and

Family Service (JCFS)
● Saul and Claribel Simkin Centre –  residents are making dog bis-

cuits for Manitoba Mutts Annual Christmas Fair
● National Council of Jewish Women - making sandwiches for Mama

Bear Clan’s Patrol
● Canadian Yazidi Association – volunteering  at Tuxedo Family

Resource Centre
● Woven: Mennonite Women Together – providing cleaning services

to Genesis House (women’s shelter in Winkler)
● Westworth United Church – inviting guests and the minister of

West Broadway Community Ministry to tell their stories and help lead wor-
ship
● Congregation Shaarey Zedek – collecting winter outerwear for

Koats for Kids
● Congregation Etz Chayim – at the Synagogue’s Family Chanukah

Party, families are making Chanukah cards for Simkin Centre residents
● Jewish Foundation of Manitoba – making Shabbat gift bags for

Gwen Secter members
● Gray Academy of Jewish Education – student council is leading the

school in making sandwiches for Main Street Project
● Temple Shalom – making Chanukah art cards for Simkin Centre

residents
● Jewish Child and Family Service – collecting socks, underwear and

gloves for RaY (Resource Assistance for Youth)
● B'nai Brith Canada – baking Chanukah cookies for food hampers

for JCFS client families
● B’nai Brith Camp – collecting warm clothing for Sunshine House

(drop-in/resource centre)
● Jewish Federation of Winnipeg – volunteering to serve breakfast at

Agape Table and donating hygiene products
● Aleph Bet Child Life Enrichment Program – donating nonperish-

able food items, winter clothing, games and toys and personal hygiene
products
● Brock Corydon School – grade 4 and 5 students are writing  letters

of appreciation to front line workers
● Holy Rosary Church – collecting donations to Oak Table during

their Sunday Service
● ORT – collecting warm winter gear for Siloam Mission
● PJ Library and Budding Philanthropists – hosting a virtual event

with the Winnipeg  Humane Society and collecting items for the animals 

Please reach out to individual organizations for more details.

At its core, Mitzvah Day is about building communities and this year’s
theme for Mitzvah Day at the international level is togetherness.  As orga-
nizations plan and accomplish hands-on social action projects, individuals
come together to perform good deeds throughout the city on the same day.
This leads to the development and strengthening of friendships and allows
groups of various social, cultural and religious backgrounds to get to know
each other better.  Mitzvah Day has already established partnerships to
combine resources that affect great change.

COVID-19 has caused a lot of stress over the last 20 months, and many
people are stretched to the limit. Receiving sandwiches, warm socks, or
friendly cards makes a big difference to people feeling the strain. At the
same time, participating in Mitzvah Day helps participants by giving them

opportunities to volunteer and contribute in
ways many find rewarding. Although the pan-
demic has changed the nature of volunteering,
we know that many people have and will con-
tinue to step up to fulfill growing needs. 

The Winnipeg Section of the NCJWC has a
long history of leadership in the development
of important programs that benefit both the
Jewish and general communities. In January of

2021 we were honoured to be designated by the Nellie McClung
Foundation as one of 150 Manitoba Women Trailblazers for creating
Canada’s first senior’s drop–in centre (now the Gwen Secter Creative
Living Centre). Bringing Mitzvah Day to Winnipeg is a natural fit for us
and we hope to continue organizing this unique charitable endeavour for
many years to come.
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Community news

Re: Schmoozer’s reopens

Hi Bernie,
While I was reading your article entitled ‘After a prolonged absence,

Schmoozer’s reopens at the Campus’ (JP&N Oct.27, 2021), I kept won-
dering what happened. Is it like the old adage, ‘out with the old and in
with the new’? With the timing of the new look and reorganization of
Schmoozer’s coincidentally in this time of Covid, something smells too
fishy for me!

Where is Maxine Shuster? Was she ever given the chance to add new
items to the menu if a new look was warranted? Was the convenience of
the pandemic used as an excuse to sever ties with long term staff? Isn’t
there something about such moves by an employer being illegal during a
pandemic? The term ‘just cause’ also comes to mind at this time. 

The raves that the Campus has received over the years have definitely
diminished in my eyes. Maxine’s disappearance does not sit well with
me! Again, something smells very fishy at Schmoozer’s!

Sharon Love

Re: Short Takes October 27th
Hi Bernie,

Further to your comments about the Shaarey Zedek construction pro-
ject:

The last major project of any significance here was not the Jewish
Learning Center in 2010, but was the construction of a new facility for
the Chevra Kadisha in Winnipeg.   The new building,   which was sup-
ported by hundreds of community members through our Capital
Campaign, opened in May 2021.  

Chesed Shel Emes has provided an essential service to our Jewish
community since 1930, and we continue to serve all Jewish community
members regardless of membership or affiliation. 

Thanks, be well

Rena Boroditsky l Executive Director
Chesed Shel Emes

Ed. note: In response to Renaa’s correction of my mistake, I asked her
what the final price tag was for the reconstruction of the Chesed Shel
Emes.

Rena responded:
Construction cost of new build - on budget at 3.18M 
City of Winnipeg late day surprises and a re- engineered chapel roof

added another 200K 
Fundraising continues. 

National Council of Jewish Women organizes third annual Mitzvah Day

LETTERS
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S
ome women have a knack for savoring life. Shoshana
Barer, author of “The Jewish Maven Cookbook,” is
that rare combination of glamour girl and domestic

goddess. While her background was conventional, adven-
ture was destined to be her life’s path.

“My mother was from Poland, and Yiddish was my first
language,” says this graduate of a yeshiva.

Born in the Bronx, Barer married young and went West.
During the 1970s, she settled in Reno, Nev., and had two

daughters. But then her marriage dissolved.
Undaunted, she moved her girls to the rugged Big Sky

country of Montana, where she lassoed a cowboy, who
became her second husband. Believe it or not, he was
Jewish. The fact that her chopped liver contains onions
fried to a crackling crunch was part of the attraction, along
with her high cheekbones, sultry eyes and long dark hair.

Among her many talents, Barer is a great cook and loves
to entertain. As Chanukah rolls around, she sips champagne
while making the crispiest latkes on either side of the
Rockies.

“I get my fry genes from my mother,” says Barer. “She wasn’t a good
cook, but a great fryer.”

“Frying is an art,” she explains. The temperature of the oil must be just
right. Hot enough to sputter, but not so hot that it smokes. Furthermore, the
right oil must be chosen. Barer recommends peanut oil. Like a pro, she
knows when to flip foods sizzling in oil, so they become brown — not
burnt.

For that reason, she could be called the high priestess of Chanukah fare,
a holiday revolving around a one-day supply of purified oil that defied the
odds and lasted eight days. Back in 165 B.C.E., Judah Maccabee and his
small band of heroes defeated the Syrian Greek army, restoring the Holy
Temple in Jerusalem and regaining religious freedom for Jews. Since then,
oil has become a reminder of this miracle and the cooking ingredient of
choice during Chanukah’s eight days.

“Chanukah is my favorite holiday,” says Barer, who at 60-something is
now a proud grandmother. Throwing a holiday party every December, she
invites her family and friends. She decorates her dining table to the hilt
with dreidels and gelt — chocolate coins wrapped in gold foil. She places
seven menorahs in windows and on tables. When lighting Chanukah can-
dles, Barer designates a menorah for herself and another for her grand-
daughter. Her daughters and other guests must share the remaining five.

“Everyone stands around while I fry latkes, eating them so quickly, I
never get a chance to use a platter.”

After dinner, there’s a rush to open presents and clear the table for the
dreidel game, which goes on for hours.

“I eat a lot of fried foods at Chanukah, because they are tasty, and I love
delicious food,” Barer says. “Nothing beats french fried potatoes or fried
fish.” Although latkes are always popular, Barer fries an array of succulent
dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

“My family prefers my fried matzahs to lox and bagels or any gourmet
breakfast in this world,” says Barer, explaining that it was her husband’s
favorite dish. After 24 years of blissful marriage, he passed away four years
ago.

“He always liked fried matzah with cream cheese on top. Well, that was
fine until one day when he did the unthinkable. He poured maple syrup all
over it. I guess being from Montana, he didn’t know any better.”

That’s because Big Sky country is famous for pancakes.
But Barer admits her fried matzah is delicious with syrup, as it is with

bacon — kosher bacon, that is.

At holiday luncheons, she often prepares fried herring. “It has a taste like
nothing else, so it’s worth smelling up the kitchen.”

The Jewish cooking maven’s advice for this problem? Keep the doors and
windows open and a fan going. “Just remember, I have more requests from
lunch guests for fried herring than for any other dish in my repertoire. I
must be doing something right.”

Because of its texture, rice a la Jewish maven is Barer’s signature dish.
With generous amounts of sesame seeds and almonds, mushrooms fried in
schmaltz and grivenes — chicken skin that’s sauteed until nothing’s left but
chewy bits), there’s a lot of heavy crunching involved in eating this delica-
cy.

“I remember a particular Chanukah dinner at my home,” says Barer. “I
put out a bowl of grivenes. Everyone exclaimed how bad it is for your cho-
lesterol. But when I walked back into my dining room a few minutes later
— not a crumb was left. Surprisingly, nobody died the next day, or even got
sick.”

So with all this rich food, how does this attractive woman
keep her trim figure? It’s not surprising that she watches the
size of her portions.

After losing her husband, Barer built a log cabin in
Montana, where she began reinventing herself again.

“I never thought I’d be a writer,” she says. “But here I am
working on book No. 8.

Infusing the mystery-horror genre with humor, Barer cre-
ated Sammi Mitchel, the beautiful host of the fictitious
“Jewish Maven TV Show.”

She invented this spicy character to heal from her hus-
band’s death. Now part of a series of mysteries, Sammi next
appears in “The Vessel” due in December.

Her first novel includes a luscious Chanukah dinner pre-
pared for a new love interest.

Barer’s editor said the food sounded so enticing, she urged
the author to create “The Jewish Maven Cookbook.”
(Descriptions of Shoshana Barer’s books can be seen at
www.sablepublishing.com.)

In real life, the Jewish cooking maven has recently started
seeing a wonderful man. She claims he’ll be the last great romance of her
life. But who knows? She’s got a lot more love and latkes to sizzle.

Recipes from “The Jewish Maven Cookbook”
FRIED MATZAHS (for Breakfast or Brunch)
4 eggs
1 cup heavy cream or milk
2 tsp. water, plus more for softening matzahs
Salt and pepper to

taste
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Getting ready for Chanukah

Frying foods and Chanuakah go hand in hand

(Continued on page 8. See “Frying foods”.)

Cookbook author
SHOSHANA BARER
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Getting ready for Chanukah
1 box matzahs
Butter, lots of it (about 1/4

pound)
Cream cheese for spreading

(a good 8 ounces)
Optional: bits of raw onion and/or lox
In a bowl, beat eggs with cream. Add 2 tsp. water, salt and pep-

per. Beat again. Pour into a 9 x 13-inch baking pan with sides.
Reserve.

Run one sheet of matzah under hot water, until damp and
slightly softened. (Not too wet or it will break.)

On a medium-high flame, melt one tablespoon of butter in a
large frying pan.

Dip both sides of the softened sheet of matzah into the batter. Then move to the preheated pan and
fry matzo until light golden brown, but flexible. Add more butter, if needed. Flip over and repeat.
(Don’t fry matzah until it’s stiff.)

Place matzah on a platter. Spread cream cheese over matzah. If you like, sprinkle onion and lay lox
on top of cream cheese. Roll up matzah and secure with a toothpick. Repeat with remaining matzahs.

Yield: One box serves 4-6 people, but you’ll find you can never make enough!

FRIED HERRING (for Brunch or Lunch)
12 ounce jar of herring in wine sauce or other marinade or brine
1 egg
2 Tbsp. light cream
1/2 cup flour
1/4 tsp. white pepper
4 Tbsp. unsalted butter, or more if needed
1 large onion, sliced into rings
Place contents of jar in a colander and rinse under cold water.

Discard pieces of marinated onions, if any. Move fish to a ceram-
ic or non-reactive container. Fill with water and submerge fish.
Cover and refrigerate over night, or longer, changing water once.

In a colander, drain water from fish.
In a shallow bowl, mix the egg and cream together. Mix flour and pepper and place on a piece of

wax paper.
One at a time, dip herring fillets in flour, then in the egg mixture, and again in flour.
Melt 2 Tbsp. butter in a skillet. Fry herring fillets on both sides until nicely browned, adding more

butter as needed. Drain fillets on paper towels and place on a platter.
Meanwhile in another skillet, fry onion in butter until golden brown and sprinkle on top of fillets.
The Jewish cooking maven serves fried herring with boiled potatoes bathed in melted butter and

garnished with minced parley; sliced tomatoes; and lots of Jewish rye bread slathered with butter.
Yield: 18 small pieces of fish fillets

RICE A LA JEWISH MAVEN (Dinner)
2 Tbsp. blanched almond pieces
2 Tbsp. sesame seeds
2 Tbsp. melted margarine or schmaltz (from recipe below), or more if

needed
1/2 lb. white mushrooms, sliced
2 cups long grained uncooked rice
1/2 cup chives
Grivenes (see recipe below)
Cover 2 baking sheets with aluminum foil. Place almonds on one and

sesame seeds on the other. Bake in a 350- degree oven for 1 minute or until
light brown. Watch carefully to avoid burning. Sesame seeds will be ready
first. Reserve.

Melt 2 Tbsp. margarine or chicken fat in a skillet on a medium flame. Fry
mushrooms until nicely crisp but not burnt. Reserve.

Prepare rice according to package instructions. Two minutes before rice
is ready, stir in all other ingredients and simmer.

This dish is filling enough to be a meal in itself, but The Jewish cooking
maven loves serving it with chicken, crusty rolls, and a bottle of cham-
pagne.

Yield: 6-8 servings

SCHMALTZ AND GRIVENES
Several chicken necks and several

backs
1 large onion, diced
Garlic powder, salt, white pepper

and paprika to taste
Pull the fat and skin off of the

necks and backs and cut into small
pieces. Use meat for soup or other
purposes.

Put fat and skin in a frying pan.
Add the onion and seasonings and
stir. Sizzle on a low flame, stirring
occasionally, until golden brown and crisp. May take 30-60 minutes.

Cool to warm. Remove the onions and skin, which is now reduced to
cracklings called grivenes.

Pour liquid chicken fat, the schmaltz, into a measuring cup.
“I don’t use chicken fat every day, but on holidays — always,” the Jewish

cooking maven says.

POTATO LATKES (ANYTIME)
10 pounds potatoes (about

15)
1 large onion, diced
4 large eggs
1/2 cup matzah meal
1 Tbsp. flour
1 tsp. baking powder
1 cup peanut oil, or more

if needed
1 Tbsp. salt
1 Tbsp. white pepper
Optional Toppings: sour

cream, caviar, applesauce

Peel potatoes and submerge in ice water until needed.
Dice one potato at a time and grate finely. Place in a large bowl.

Grate onion finely. (By now the Jewish cooking maven claims you
should be crying from the onion so sip a glass of champagne as you work.
Your eyes will still smart, but you won’t mind as much.)

Add onion to grated potatoes.
Liquid will form in the bowl. Drain as much of it as possible.

Add remaining ingredients (except toppings) and blend well with a
spoon. (The Jewish cooking maven likes the taste of raw latkah batter. “Try
it and see what I mean,” she says. “Could it be the champagne?”)

Place half of the oil in a large frying pan and heat over medium flame.

Filling a soup spoon with latke batter, form 3 x 4-inch pancakes. Drop
pancakes into heated oil. The batter should sizzle immediately. When gold-
en brown and firm in the center, flip over and repeat. Add more oil as need-
ed.

Drain latkes on paper towels. Serve immediately with the toppings.

Yield: about 100 latkes

Matzo Brei
(Fried Matzoh)

Fried Herring

Schmaltz and grivenes

Frying foods
(Continued from page 7.)
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Jew-ish: A Cookbook:
Reinvented Recipes from a

Modern Mensch

Available at d.a. Niels
By Jake Cohebn

A brilliantly modern take on Jewish culinary traditions
for a new generation of readers, from a bright new star in
the culinary world.

When you think of Jewish food, a few classics come to mind:
chicken soup with matzo balls, challah, maybe a babka if
you’re feeling adventurous. But as food writer and nice Jewish
boy Jake Cohen demonstrates in this stunning debut cookbook,
Jewish food can be so much more.  

In Jew-ish, he reinvents the food of his Ashkenazi heritage
and draws inspiration from his husband’s Persian-Iraqi tradi-
tions to offer recipes that are modern, fresh, and enticing for a
whole new generation of readers. Imagine the components of
an everything bagel wrapped into a flaky galette latkes dyed
vibrant yellow with saffron for a Persian spin on the potato
pancake, best-ever hybrid desserts like Macaroon Brownies
and Pumpkin Spice Babka!  Jew-ish  features elevated, yet
approachable classics along with innovative creations, such
as: 

Jake’s Perfect Challah 
Roasted Tomato Brisket 
Short Rib Cholent 
Iraqi Beet Kubbeh Soup 
Cacio e Pepe Rugelach 
Sabich Bagel Sandwiches, and
Matzo Tiramisu. 
Jew-ish is a brilliant collection of delicious recipes, but it’s

much more than that. As Jake reconciles ancient traditions
with our modern times, his recipes become a celebration of a
rich and vibrant history, a love story of blending cultures, and
an invitation to gather around the table and create new memo-
ries with family, friends, and loved ones. 

Getting ready for Chanukah

Kids in the kitchen light up Hanukkah
There’s more to baking than just measuring and mixing—health, science, math, nutrition and even family history are involved.
By ETHEL G. HOFMAN

JNS) Hanukkah, the Festival of Lights, is one of those holidays that
takes over everything. The pantry overflows with bottles of oil and baking
ingredients at the ready, kids decorate the house with dreidels and choco-
late gelt coins, the menorahs get dusted off, and there are whispers of gift
requests. This year, the eight-day affair starts on the night of Sunday, Dec.
22 and lasts through Monday, Dec. 30—later on the American calendar
than usual, but always falling on the 25th of the Jewish month of Kislev.

For grandparents, parents and kids, it’s the perfect opportunity to relax,
talk and learn. Spending quality time together is a life skill, as is spending
time in the kitchen. And there’s more to it than just measuring and mix-
ing—health, science, math, nutrition and even family history are all
involved. Before beginning to handle food, make sure to wash hands and

roll up your sleeves. Grandparents can tell the story of a particular dish or
baked good handed down through generations. Then there are the ques-
tions: Why does a cake rise? How many quarters make a whole cup? Which
ingredient goes in first? How long do you mix? Fine motor skills are prac-
ticed through kneading, mixing, whisking and all the actions used in
preparing something they love to do (and better yet, love to eat).

If you’re cooking with little ones, adult supervision is needed, especially
with tasks related to the stove or oven. Other recipes are so easy that they
can attempt to do it themselves. So what if the bread rolls for the “Menorah
Candles” are squashed or the “Wacky Cake” mixture is plastered up the
sides of the baking dish? The results are good enough to eat, and there’s
always that satisfied look of “I made it myself.”

To a sweet and Happy Hanukkah!



Two of our community’s best
known writers, Carol Matas
and Harriet Zaidman, have

both launched new books aimed at
younger readers.

Carol’s book is titled “A Struggle
for Hope”. Published by her long-
time publisher, Scholastic Books,
the book is available on Amazon. 

Here is a brief description of the
book: “Ruth survived the
Holocaust and the long journey to
Palestine. Now she finds herself
once again in a war zone as Israel battles for its existence. Her brother is
on the front lines. Ruth and her boyfriend are injured and cannot fight, so
they care for children in a hospital. Ruth tells the children stories to distract
them and help them make sense of their situation. As she recovers, she too
must return to the fight. A trauma forces her back to another time when she
told stories: to her fellow prisoners in Auschwitz. We discover what Ruth
went through in the camps, the horrors she saw, the friends she made and
lost. Through it all Ruth comes to understand that she must find a new way
to live, a way that does not give up on hope.”

*****
Harriet Zaidman’s book is titled “Second Chances”. Published by Red

Deer Press, the book will be available at McNally Robinson.
Here is a brief description of the book: “Thirteen-year-old Dale Melnyk

finds himself stuck in an iron lung, desperately fighting for breath — and
wishing he could die. It is the worst outbreak of polio in the history of
Winnipeg, and Dale is one of the many young victims being treated in the
early 1950s. Second Chances follows Dale’s slow and often agonizing
struggle to regain his life, first of all to breathe on his own and then to
regain the use of his limbs. Will he ever be able to play hockey again, he
wonders? Dale comes to realize that he is doing better than a number of the
other patients including Charlene, a young Metis girl confined to a wheel-
chair but always trying to help their fellow patients. When Dale discovers 

Harriet Zaidman, Carol Matas launch new books aimed at  the young reader market
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Booker Prize goes to novel about a South
African Jewish mother’s dying wish

By ANDREW SILOW-CARROLL
Nov. 4, 2021 (JTA) — The prestigious

Booker Prize for fiction has gone to a South
African’s novel about a Jewish woman’s
dying wish.

Author Damon Galgut picked up the
£50,000 ($68,000) prize at a ceremony on
Wednesday in London. “The Promise”
spans 40 years of recent South African his-
tory, and kicks off when the mother of a
white farm-owning clan insists that the fam-
ily’s Black maid inherit the house she lives
in — despite apartheid laws preventing
Blacks from owning property.

The mother in the novel returns to her
Jewish roots after converting to her hus-
band’s evangelical Christian faith. In a
review of “The Promise,” the Jewish Chronicle noted that “Galgut’s
descriptions of Jewish observance are impressively detailed, and Judaism
comes off well compared with other religious and spiritual traditions that
feature in the novel.”

“The Promise” is the ninth book by Galgut, 57. The chair of the judging
committee, Maya Jasanoff, described it as “a tour de force.” The Booker
Prize is awarded annually to the best novel written in English and pub-
lished in Britain or Ireland.

Author Damon Galgut at
a reading in Ottawa,
Canada, Oct. 6, 2008.
(Pearl Pirie/Flickr Commons) 

CAROL MATAS HARRIET
ZAIDMAN

Kamala Harris condemns singling out of Israel
spurred by ‘anti-Jewish hatred’

Nov. 7, 2021 (JTA) — Vice President Kamala Harris denounced the sin-
gling out of Israel “because of anti-Jewish hatred” in a speech at the Anti-
Defamation League’s annual Never Is Now conference.

“Three years ago, we suffered the most deadly attack on the American
Jewish community in the history of our nation at the Tree of Life
Synagogue in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,” Harris said, “And I want to be
very clear about this: When Jews are targeted because of their beliefs or
their identity when Israel is singled out because of anti-Jewish hatred that
is anti-Semitism. And that is unacceptable.”

The conference comes as the organizers of 2017 Unite the Right rally that
left a woman dead in Charlottesville stand trial. Joe Biden has pointed to
that rally, where a collection of extreme right-wing and neo-Nazi groups
chanted slogans like “Jews will not replace us” as one of the events that
motivated him to run for president against Donald Trump.

Harris’s emphasis on antisemitism expressed through singling out Israel
comes just weeks after she drew criticism from Republicans and some
Jewish leaders for not forcefully rejecting in the moment a student’s claim
that Israel committed “ethnic genocide.”

The conference was held virtually for the second time due to the pan-
demic and  featured a number of other high-profile speakers, including
Israel’s foreign minister Yair Lapid, Olympic gold medalist Sue Bird, actor
Daniel Dae Kim, and journalist Kara Swisher.

his younger brother Brent is also in the polio ward because their father
rejected the school program vaccine, a confrontation with his father
becomes inevitable. Brent is not getting better and will be dealing with
paralysis indefinitely.“When Dale finally emerges from his recovery he
must reassess what is most important in life — a life that has been changed
forever.”

Harriet will be launching her book Saturday evening, Novemeber 20, at
7:00 pm in the atrium of McNally Robinson. Harriet will be joined in con-
versation by Terry MacLeod, Dr. Anand Kumar, and Darrell Sais.



By PENNY SCHWARTZ 
BOSTON (JTA) —  Here are some books that

have been available for years, but would still
make great gifts for kids: 

Hanukkah, Oh Hanukkah!
Illustrated by Olga and Eleksey Ivanov
Marshall Cavendish ($12.99); ages 1-4
A brightly illustrated book version of the pop-

ular song features double-page paint-
ings of a family — and their smiling pet
dog — celebrating each of the eight
nights of Chanukah. Sing along as they
light the menorah, dance the hora, eat
latkes and play dreidel. An end note
explains the origins of the Hebrew and
Yiddish versions of the song, a mainstay
of the holiday. Music and lyrics are pro-
vided. (A PJ Library selection)

Engineer Ari and the Hanukkah
Mishap
Deborah Bodin Cohen, illustrated by
Shahar Kober
Kar-Ben ($7.95); ages 4-8

Board a Chanukah train ride set in
Israel, the latest addi-
tion to the award-win-
ning series of
“Engineer Ari” books
that will especially
delight train-loving
kids. A stubborn camel
provides the obstacle as
Engineer Ari heads
home with a trainload
of Chanukah treats and
toys. A Bedouin farmer
named Kalil comes to
the rescue, and together
they celebrate the first
night of Chanukah.
Lively cartoon-like
illustrations animate
the fun and hopeful
story. An author’s note
explains the building of
the first railway line
between Jaffa and
Jerusalem.

Nathan Blows Out the Hanukkah Candles
Tami Lehman-Wilzig with Nicole Katzman;
illustrated by Jeremy Tugeau
Kar-Ben ($7.95); ages 4-8

“Is it Hanukkah? Is it Hanukkah?” Jacob’s big
brother Nathan repeats the question, and many
others, again and again, annoying Jacob. Jacob
tries to understand that his brother’s autism caus-
es him to think and act differently, but some-
times Jacob loses his patience. Jacob is embar-
rassed in front of new neighbors when Nathan
blows out the Chanukah candles as if it were a
birthday celebration, but he defends Nathan
when a new friend makes fun of his brother. The
family’s creative response brings everyone
together in a fun-filled Chanukah celebration.
The story tackles a serious issue without being
heavy-handed. (A PJ Library selection)

The Golem’s Latkes
Adapted by Eric A. Kimmel, illustrated by Aaron
Jasinski
Marshall Cavendish ($17.99); ages 4-8

Master storyteller Eric Kimmel delivers a deli-
ciously mischievous Chanukah spin on an old
world legend of the Golem of Prague, a kabbal-
istic creature with magical powers to help the
Jewish people. When Rabbi Judah of Prague
leaves his new housemaid Basha with a long list
of chores for the holiday celebration, he cautions
her not to leave the hard-working golem alone in
the house. The only way to get the golem to stop
working is to tell him, “Golem, enough!”
Kimmel writes. Kids will delight in the
inevitable hilarity when Basha takes off to visit
her friend and leaves the golem alone making
latkes. The fried potato pancakes pile up higher
and higher, out the windows, and take over the
city streets. A festive ending gathers the whole
city for a latkes-eating Chanukah celebration.

Jasinski’s memorable illustrations show the
fantastical golem painted more like a Gumby-
style robot than a frightening ghoul. Double-
page spreads place readers in the action, from the
cobblestone streets of Prague to the mountain-
high towers of golden potato latkes.

Fun, Family-Friendly Resources Include an Updated Hanukkah Hub,
Oodles of Book Lists, Unique Activities, Delectable Recipes and
Downloadables, Plus, New Podcasts for Kids

Agawam, MA (November 1, 2021) – This year, Hanukkah, the holiday
of lights, runs from November 28 through December 6. PJ Library, long a
leader in providing engaging ways for families to connect with Jewish life,
offers a wealth of free resources including kid-friendly Hanukkah stories,
printable recipes and activity ideas, book lists, as well as two new story-
based podcasts that help kids learn more about the traditions behind the fes-
tival of lights.

PJ Library is a program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation which deliv-
ers more than 680,000 free Jewish storybooks to kids around the world
each month. Jewish families of all backgrounds, including interfaith house-
holds, and at all levels of Jewish knowledge and observance may sign up
every child in their home for a free subscription to receive a new, age-spe-
cific book each month. What could be a better Hanukkah gift than to
receive a delightful, beautifully illustrated book arriving in the mailbox
each month? PJ Library's team of experts and educators curate the book list
to provide the very best children’s stories that celebrate Jewish values, tra-
ditions, and culture to engage all Jewish families.

Beyond the books, PJ Library's experts have updated their Hanukkah
Hub, which offers child-friendly versions of the Hanukkah story along with
myriad craft ideas, delicious holiday recipes, and printables. For example,
check out these 10 Easy (and Kid-Approved) Hanukkah Recipes, The
Ultimate List of Books about Hanukkah or The Easy Hanukkah Guide:
Recipes, Gifts and Activities For Each Night

New for 2021 are the two new PJ Library Presents podcasts for kids:
"Afternoons with Mimi" and "Beyond the Bookcase." The November

episodes will be perfect Hanukkah listening (on your favorite podcast plat-
form): Grandma Mimi prepares a delicious plate of sufganiyot and tells her
grandchild the story of Judah Maccabee. Then, on "Beyond the Bookcase,"
follow Miri and Micah as they are transported back to Mashal to help Jack
Be Nimble find the courage to jump over a hanukkiyah full of candles.
When they launched, the two new story-based audio series climbed to the
top 10 of Apple's podcasts for kids.

Long a valuable resource for interfaith families, PJ Library also offers
guidance this year, including their list of Hanukkah Books for Interfaith
Families. They are co-presenting two webinars with 18Doors, an organiza-
tion dedicated to empowering interfaith families and individuals to engage
in Jewish life and make educated Jewish choices. For those balancing both
big end-of-year holidays, these webinars will be engaging and informative:
What to Do in December: A Live Q&A for Grandparents Balancing
Hanukkah & Christmas and What to Do in December: A Live Q&A for
Parents Balancing Hanukkah & Christmas.

For more Hanukkah gift ideas, PJ Library has set up shop at
amazon.com/pjlibrary where families can find colorful aprons for cooking
and crafting and books from the PJ Library imprint, PJ Publishing, includ-
ing recent additions Havdalah Sky and Laila Tov, Moon. 

About PJ Library
A free program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, PJ Library sends

engaging storybooks and activities that provide fun and easy ways for fam-
ilies to connect with Jewish life. PJ Library’s high-quality books have
become everyday favorites of kids from birth through age 12, whether the
stories serve as first introductions to Jewish values and culture or inspire
families to create new Jewish traditions at home. More than 680,000 books
are delivered to families worldwide each month. To find out more,
visit pjlibrary.org.

Make this year’s Chanukah the best ever with PJ Library!
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More Chanukah books for kids



Ingredients
-1 package refrigerated biscuit dough
-vegetable oil, for frying
-jam, prepared pudding, Nutella, or other fill-

ing
-powdered sugar
Directions
1. Heat around 3 inches of oil in a large, deep

pan over medium-high heat (oil should be 350
degrees F). To see if the oil is hot enough, use
a thermometer or place wooden skewer into the
oil. If small bubbles appear, it’s ready for fry-
ing.

2. Remove biscuits from the can. To make
small donuts, cut into rounds using a soda cap
or other small circular device. Or, you can fry

the biscuits as is.
3. Drop the small donuts in 5-6 at a time; for full biscuits, 2-3 at a time. Fry for 1-

2 minutes on each side, until just golden brown.
4. Using a spider or slotted spoon, remove from oil and place on a wire rack. Allow

to cool completely.
5. Stick a wooden skewer into one side of each donut and create space inside by

wiggling it around gently.
6. Fill a piping bag with your filling of choice and gently insert into the hole.

Gently squeeze filling into each donut.
7. Dust with powdered sugar.

By TANNAZ SASSOONI

I
t started with a question for Jonathan Gold.
Hanukkah was nearing, and a friend sent a
query to Ask Mr. Gold, the advice column

of the late Pulitzer Prize-winning food critic
renowned for putting Los Angeles on the map
as a destination for culinary diversity. She
told Gold that she wanted to participate in the
Hanukkah tradition of eating foods fried in oil,
but didn’t want to smell up her apartment fry-
ing latkes. Instead, she sought the city’s best churros. A tradition was born. 

One night that week, a small, merry group
got together and headed, per Gold’s recom-
mendation, to the Salinas Churro Truck. At the
truck, we ran into friends who’d also read the
Mr. Gold column and biked over to heed the
call for sweet fried dough. Our groups joined
forces. Someone’s tinny boom box provided
the soundtrack as new friendships were forged
on a temperate LA winter night over bag after
grease-stained bag of fresh, warm, crisp chur-
ros. 

A couple of years later, we met again. This
time at Mr. Churro on historic Olvera Street, a
main square in Los Angeles from back when
California was still part of Mexico. In this lit-
tle shop, you could get churros with fillings
like guava paste and cajeta, Mexican goat milk
dulce de leche. We played digital dreidel on
someone’s phone, tried to remember the words
to our favorite Hanukkah songs, and danced in
the plaza as Olvera Street lit up with crowds of
people for Las Posadas. Our Hanukkah tradi-
tion was not just delicious; it embodied the
spirit of our city’s pluralism. 

Churros have become a special part of my
family’s Hanukkah celebrations, too. Since
my nephew was diagnosed with celiac disease,
sufganiyot can no longer be part of our festiv-
ities. Luckily, my neighborhood taco stand has
gluten-free churros.

For those who don’t happen to have a
gluten-free taco stand within walking distance,
this treat is easy to recreate at home. Instead of
the classic cinnamon-sugar topping, you can
pair them with dipping sauces that nod to tra-
ditional Hanukkah flavors: sweetened sour
cream and raspberry jam. 

By SHANNON SARNA

L
atkes are far more popular during
Hanukkah than donuts here in the U.S.
While you can find latkes in the freezer

section of almost every major supermarket,
good quality sufganiyot are much harder to
come by, and lots of people I know have a fear
of using yeast to make doughs like donut
dough.

But there is an easier way to make sufganiy-
ot, and it comes in a can: biscuit dough. What
can these doughy babies not do?

Using canned biscuits, you can either make
full-sized sufganiyot, or smaller, donut hole-
sized bites. Make sure to let them cool before
filling, or your jam or pudding will run right
out of the hot donuts. I prefer to dust with powdered sugar, but
you could also top them with cinnamon sugar if you prefer.

Note: You will need a wooden skewer and a piping bag for this
recipe.
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Gluten-free churros for Hanukkah

The easiest jelly donut recipe ever

(Continued on page 13. See “Churros”.)



Note: You’ll need a pastry bag fitted
with a Wilton 1M or other large open
star tip.

This recipe is adapted from “Boulder Locavore.”
Ingredients
For the churros:
-1 cup water
-8 tbsp unsalted butter (1 stick)
-¼ tsp salt
-1 ½ Tbsp granulated sugar
-1 cup gluten-free flour (I used Bob’s Red Mill 1 for 1 Gluten-Free Flour,

but any gluten-free flour with xanthan gum should work)
-3 large eggs, room temperature
-1 tsp ground cinnamon
-canola, vegetable, or rapeseed oil, for frying 
For the dipping sauces
-½ cup raspberry jam
-½ cup sour cream
-½ tsp vanilla extract
-1 ½ tsp granulated sugar

Directions
1. Combine water, butter, salt, and sugar in a medium saucepan over

medium-high heat. Bring to a boil. Cook until butter is melted, whisking to
combine all ingredients. 

2. Lower heat to medium, add flour, and stir constantly until mixture
comes together into a loose dough, about 2 minutes. Remove from heat.

3. Place dough in the bowl of a freestanding mixer fitted with the paddle
attachment. Add eggs one at a time, mixing on high speed to fully incor-
porate each one. You can do this by hand or with an electric hand mixer,
but a freestanding mixer gives the smoothest results. Continue to mix for
2-3 minutes, until the mixture comes together into a smooth batter. 

4. Heat 1 inch of oil in a large pan or shallow pot over medium heat. Line
a baking sheet with parchment paper or paper towels to hold cooked chur-
ros. 

5. Fit a pastry bag with a 1M or equivalent tip. Place the bag in a tall glass
or jar and fold the top of the bag over the edge of the jar. Fill the pastry bag
with dough. You may need to do this in batches, depending on the size of
your bag. 

6. Check oil temperature by placing a small piece of dough into the oil.
If many small bubbles form around the dough, it’s ready. Pipe dough into
the hot oil in about 4-inch lengths, using a sharp knife or scissors to cut off
the end. Use tongs to turn churros as they fry, until they are golden brown
all around, about 2-3 minutes on each side. Remove cooked churros to the
prepared baking sheet. 

7. To make sour cream dipping sauce, mix all ingredients (minus rasp-
berry jam) until combined. 

8. To make raspberry dipping sauce, heat jam in a microwave-safe bowl
until it is slightly runny, about 30 seconds on full power. 

9. Serve churros with dipping sauces while they are still warm and fresh. 
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With a large selection of 
grocery and frozen Kosher 
items, we have all of your 
Chanukah needs in store.

Red River Co-op Food Store at Grant Park
1120 Grant Avenue 
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Churros
(Continued from page 12.)
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Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

MORTON CORRIN
February 15, 1932 - October 31, 2021

With profound sadness,
the family of Mort Corrin
announces his passing on
October 31, 2021, at the
age of 89.

A graveside service
was held on November 2,
2021 at Rosh Pina
Cemetery, with Cantor
Tracy Kasner officiating.
Pallbearers included his
sons Blair and Bradley,
nephews Philip Corrin
and Benji Sepke, and

cousins Howard Lavitt and David Senensky.
Mort was born in Winnipeg to Harry and Rae

Corrin. He attended Machray School and St. John’s
Technical High School, where he was a talented
athlete. As Harvey Rosen wrote in the Jewish Post &
News in 2013, “A diminutive chap, Mort Corrin,
who was but five feet and seven inches tall and
tipped the Toledo’s at 160 pounds, was a star running
back who was also his league’s leading scorer. Not to
mention that the former insurance salesman had
speed, was a good pass catcher, and also ran back
punts.” In 1954, Mort played with the Winnipeg
Rams Football Club when they won the Canadian
Intermediate-Senior Championship. He was also an
avid golfer for many years and was a member of the
Garden City Senior Golfers, a club founded by his
brother Sydney. Mort was proud of his induction into
the Football Manitoba Hall of Fame in 2013 and the
Manitoba Jewish Athletes Wall of Honour in 2014.

Mort married the love of his life, Val Cook, in 1957
and they lived briefly in Denver, Colorado before
returning to Winnipeg where together they raised
three children - daughter Debbie and sons Blair and
Bradley. In the mid-1970s, the family moved to
Toronto where Mort had a successful career as a
Regional Manager for London Life. Following
Mort’s retirement in 1992, he and Val made their
summer home in Winnipeg, while enjoying winters
in sunny Florida.  

Mort was predeceased by his daughter Debbie,
brother Sydney, and sister-in-law Eleanor. Left to
cherish his memory are his loving wife Val, his
children Blair and Bradley, son-in-law Steve
Douglas, sister-in-law Elaine James, and many
grandchildren, great grandchildren, nieces, and
nephews. May his memory be a blessing.

CLARA ZAMICK
On Oct. 30, Clara

Zamick “slipped the surly
bonds of Earth and
danced the skies on
laughter-silvered wings”.

Clara’s 92 years were
the epitome of unparal-
leled compassion, consid-
eration, and devotion – a
testament to what most
strive to attain.

She was predeceased
by parents Thelma (Teibl)
and Bill (Beryl) Minuk,
siblings Norman Minuk

(Goldie), Molly Lachter (Norman), and Evie
Rosenbaum (Jack). Cherished surviving siblings
Yetta Levit (Jack) and Harry Minuk (Annette), fam-
ily and friends honour her memory.

Clara now joins her loving husband, Max Zamick,
to rest by his side. Not only his partner in marriage,
but also in business, they ran their store on St.
Matthews Avenue while raising daughters Fern and
Sandy. Despite long work hours, Clara was always
ready to lend a helping hand and a listening ear.

One year after Max’s passing, Fern’s (Alex) son,
Matthew, was born. Clara instantly became a dear
and doting baba who would do anything for him.

The years we were privileged to spend together
brought us much joy. Despite a diagnosis of progres-
sive supranuclear palsy 11 years ago, Clara defied
the odds, living past the expected life span associat-
ed with her illness. Even during this time, she
remained fiercely proud of her family. We were her
shining stars. She was ours.

The family would like to extend its heartfelt thanks
to Dr. Wayne Manishen as well as the staff and vol-
unteers at Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre,
Shaftesbury Park Retirement Residence, Esther’s
Group, and The Saul and Claribel Simkin Centre. 

Thanks as well to pallbearers Alex Carr, Matthew
Carr, Keith Levit, Jeff Minuk, Ben Berkal, Howard
Kideckel and to Rabbi Anibal Mass.

In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to Gwen
Secter Creative Living Centre or the charity of your
choice.

Mom, may you continue to dance “the skies on
laughter-silvered wings”. We love you.

HEATHER SALLY JAMES
January 29, 1948 - October 31, 2021

Until a year ago,
Heather was happily liv-
ing the life she loved near
Dharamshala, India.  A
devastating stroke neces-
sitated that Heather be
returned to her hometown
Winnipeg to be closer to
family and to receive
medical care. After this
very difficult year, we are
all relieved that Heather
is no longer suffering.

Predeceased by her
parents, Jean and Somer James, Heather will be
especially missed by her beloved children,
Rachelanne Arava (Shlomo Arava) and their 3 chil-
dren Ednah, Aviv Lev, and Lior in Winnipeg, and
Sidney Kosatsky in Halifax, as well as younger sib-
lings, David James (Losaline) in New Zealand,
Wendy James (Bernard Benoit) in Ottawa, and Keith
James (Lori Walder) in Winnipeg.

Heather was devoted to sharing whatever benefi-
cial practices she learned as a yoga teacher for over
30 years and as a follower of the teachings of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama. She is remembered by
loved ones for her particular laugh, her exuberance,
her uniqueness.

A service was held by Temple Shalom in
Winnipeg on Thursday, November 4, 2021. Friends
are invited to say prayers, send good thoughts and
perform acts of kindness dedicated to Heather.

As another year passes we reflect on the lives of our parents Molly
and Sam Kowalson and the lessons in life imparted from them to us.
They taught us the meaning of dedication to family, the value of a
good name and the importance of living by the golden rule.
Bittersweet memories of family gatherings at such times as Pesach
and Rosh Hashanah flood our minds as do thoughts of their
overwhelming concern for our well being.

Death is never final – it is only a temporary parting. One day we
will all be together again.

– Lovingly remembered and honoured always by your children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SAMUEL
KOWALSON

who passed away
December 15th, 1980
8 days in Tevet, 5741

MOLLY
KOWALSON

who passed away
November 23rd, 2015

11 days in Kislev, 5776

In Memoriam
41st Yahrzeit 6th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORRIS
BLOCK

who passed away
December 2, 1998
13 days in Kislev

— Forever in our hearts and
thoughts, loved and so very
missed by your wife Clara,
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchillren.

In Memoriam
23rd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

NATHAN
CRAMER
who passed away
October 20, 1975

15 Days in Cheshvan
— Always remembered and
terribly missed by his
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, and
family.

MEMORIAMS WEEK OF
NOVEMBER 10th
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX FAIMAN
who passed away
December 1, 1968
10 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHAUN
FILKOW

who passed away
November 11, 1993

Shaun’s untimely passing in
November of 1993 has left an
enormous void in the family.
He was a young man with a
beautiful soul, an engaging
personality, a special style, a
compelling intellect and clever
humour. He is missed terribly
by the family.
Sharon, who passed away in
2008, Ken, who passed away
in 2014, Kevin and Debbie-Jo,
Jese and Ari, Lainie, Bryan,
Molly, Shae and Romi. 

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MEYER GINDIN
who passed away

November 15, 2015
3 days in Kislev

— Sadly missed and forever
remembered by his wife Raya,
children Sam, Jeff and Barry,
daughters-in-law Susie,
Barbara and Eve, grand-
children and great-grand-
children.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ROSE LAVITT
who passed away
November 9, 1994
6 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by her
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
family

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JERRY NEPON
who passed away
December 9, 1997
10 Days in Kislev

— Sadly missed and ever
remembered by your children
Sid and Esther, grandchildren
Adeena and Tom, Ahava and
Frank and Marni and
Jonathan, great-grand-
children Danny and Anna and
Leo Jerry Nathan, Sophie and
Lily.

In Memoriam
12th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ANDOR
OSZTERMANN

who passed away
November 18, 2009
12 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
PFEFFER
who passed away

November 10, 1962
13 Days in Cheshvan

You are not forgotten
Nor ever will be
As long as life and memory last
We will miss and remember
thee.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your son, daughters-
in-law and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

JOHN CECIL
RAISEN

who passed away
December 12, 1986
10 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by his children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. VICTOR L.
ROSENFIELD

who passed away
November 21, 1999
12 Days in Kislev

Time goes by but memories stay
Never more than a thought
away
Quietly remembered, day by
day
No need for words, except to
say
Still loved, still missed, every
passing day.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his wife Elsa,
children, and grandchildren.
“Forever in our hearts”

MICHAEL
ROSNER
who passed away

December 13, 1982
27 Days in Kislev

In loving memory of

MINA
ROSNER
who passed away
December 9, 1997
10 Days in Kislev

— You are always in our memories - your children, grandchildren
and family.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

PAULINE
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
December 5, 1978
6 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

HENRIETTA
SILVERMAN

who passed away
November 2, 2005
1 Day in Chesvan

HARRY
SILVERMAN

who passed away
December 24, 1983

19 Days in Tevet, 5744

16th Yahrzeit38th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

Always in our thoughts.
—Ever remembered and sadly missed by their loving  daughter
Geri, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY SINGER
who passed away

November 22, 2001
7 Days in Kislev, 5762

— Always Loved,
Remembered and Sadly
Missed by his son Ron and
daughter Michelle.

20th Yahrzeit

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

NOVEMBER 17

In loving memory of

ELAINE
STOLLER
who passed away
December 2, 2008
6 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
countless friends.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

AARON
ARLINSKY
who passed away
December 7, 1995
15 Days in Kislev

You live on in our memory and
hearts forever.
— Sadly missed by your family
Audrey, Nata, Kayla, Rena,
Mahalia and Leah.

26th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

MEMORIAMS
CONTINUED ON

NEXT PAGE

In Memoriam
In loving memory of our dear

wife and mother

GOLDIE
TABACHNICK

who passed away
December 9, 1987
18 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by her family.

In loving memory of

DORA
GREENFELD

who passed away
November 17, 2013

14 days in Kislev
Time goes by, but memories stay
Never more than a thought away
No need for words, except to say
Always loved, always missed,
every passing day.
— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by her children
and grandchildren.

“Forever in our hearts”

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PAMELA
BUCHALTER

who passed away
December 2, 1993
19 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and family.

— Forever missed by your
daughter and grandchildren.

RETA
 DORDICK
who passed away

December 18, 2016
18 days in Kislev

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

In loving memory of

LEONARD
HARRIS

who passed away
December 3, 2017
13 days in Kislev

—Forever remembered and
sadly missed by h is wife Diane,
children and family.

In Memoriam
4th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
dearly beloved Mother,

Grandmother and
Great Grandmother

BERTHA
KOWALL
who passed away

November 30, 1982
15 days in Kislev 5743

— You are always remembered
and sadly missed by your
family.

In Memoriam

SHEILA
ROITENBERG

who passed away
December 23, 2008
26 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children Janis,
Evan and Audra, and grandchildren Lindsay and Jillian.

SHOM
ROITENBERG

who passed away
November 27, 2018
19 Days in Kislev

 In loving memory of

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

   MEYER SILVER     ROSLYN SILVER
             who passed away       who passed away
            December 18, 2009     November 19, 2019
       

 You touched our lives so deeply.
—Vivian, Rochelle and Mati, Neil and Jemmie,

your grandchildren, great grandchildren, family and friends

In Memoriam

ERNIE TESSLER
who passed away

November 29, 2004
16 Days in Kislev

17th Yahrzeit 3rd Yahrzeit

FAYE TESSLER
who passed away

December 23, 2018
15 Days in Tevet

In loving memory of

Your life was a blessing, your memory a treasure.
You are loved beyond words and missed beyond measure.

—Zane, Alan, Brenda, Michael, and Families

In loving memory of

PAUL N. WARREN
who passed away

November 21, 2006
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his parents
Nora and Harry Warren, and
brother Dr. Martin J. Warren
and family.

In Memoriam
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Israel news
Women’s Western Wall service interrupted

by protesters after Netanyahu amplifies 
call to oppose their prayer

By PHILISSA CRAMER
Nov. 5 2021 (JTA) — Women of the Wall’s monthly prayer service at

the Western Wall in Jerusalem was disrupted yet again by more than 100
Orthodox protesters, a day after former Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu amplified the protesters’ cause.

The disruptions took place even though lawmakers who support and
oppose the group agreed to stay away from the Western Wall, in a bid to
calm tensions.

Women of the Wall, a group that organizes a women’s prayer service at
the holy site on the first day of each Hebrew month, has long faced oppo-
sition from Orthodox Jews who seek to prevent the service. For years, the
Orthodox protesters have regularly heckled and at times physically
attacked the group and tried to stop them from bringing in religious
items, including Torahs.

An agreement signed in 2016 aimed to end the clashes by creating a
prayer space for non-Orthodox groups at the site. But Netanyahu, then
the prime minister, suspended the agreement the following year. Israel’s
new government is seen as likely to implement the deal, which one
activist described as “low-hanging fruit” for the government. So far,
however, no action has been taken.

In 2017, even as he suspended the deal under pressure from his haredi,
or ultra-Orthodox, allies, Netanyahu claimed to support a compromise
solution at the holy site.

But he was ousted as prime minister earlier this year, and needs the
support of Israel’s haredi parties to return to power. This week, he
retweeted a message from Aryeh Deri, the leader of the haredi Shas party,
calling on “everyone for whom the sanctity of the Western Wall is impor-
tant to come and pray with us, so that, God forbid, the holy place will not
be desecrated.”

Ahead of Friday’s service, after the organiza-
tion in charge of the Western Wall said that it
could not guarantee the site’s safety, Israeli
President Isaac Herzog asked members of the
Knesset who planned to join the demonstrations
on both sides to stay home. All but one of the
Orthodox members who had said they would
join the protest stayed away. So did Gilad Kariv,
the first Reform rabbi to hold a seat in Knesset,
who wrote on Twitter, “Once again it was made
clear which is the side that believes in compro-
mise and negotiability and which is the forceful
and violent side.”

On Friday morning, Women of the Wall wait-
ed for an extended period at the security check-
point to enter the Kotel Plaza while guards
inspected the religious paraphernalia they
sought to bring inside. Once inside, the group
held a service at the site.

“We smuggled in a Torah scroll but were of
course not allowed to bring it into the women’s
section,” the group wrote on Facebook.
“Security surrounded them in attempts to take
the scroll. A mob surrounded the group and
eventually physically pushed them out from the
plaza. We were unable to read from the Torah
this morning.”
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Canadian news

Cash-poor but land-rich synagogues and churches are now 
being urged to consider creating affordable housing

By STEVE ARNOLD
Oct. 28, 2021 (CJN) As shrinking

membership and soaring costs doom
houses of worship across Canada, a
new idea is offering some a way to
survive while also helping to solve a
chronic shortage of affordable hous-
ing.

The basic idea is to replace finan-
cially challenged churches and syna-
gogues with new buildings combin-
ing worship space, market-price and
affordable housing, as well as stores
and offices. The result can give con-
gregations new income streams to
replace declining memberships
while removing the costs of main-
taining old buildings.

Such redevelopments have been
tried several times in the United
States but are unknown in Canada.
That is something Toronto-based
Kehilla Residential Programme, UJA Federation’s community housing
agency, wants to change.

The organization took the idea to the Jewish community in a recent pro-
gram it entitled “Synagogues and Parking Lots.” It was a challenge to land-
rich but cash-poor synagogues to redefine themselves while helping to ease
a growing national housing problem.

“Although each faith-based property is unique, opportunities to leverage
one’s land for social purpose real estate exist in many circumstances, offer-
ing significant benefits to our communities and city,” the organization
noted.

Statistics Canada figures from the 2016 census show part of the problem.
The survey found over 1.3 million households across the country are
spending over 30 per cent of their income on housing. It also found the
problem is especially acute in Canada’s largest cities.

In 2019, the National Trust for Canada estimated 9,000 church buildings
across the country will be converted or redeveloped for other uses by the
end of this decade.

Maurice Wager, founder and former president of real estate development
company Collecdev, told the conference that since Toronto is expected to
grow by 1 million new residents over the next decade, the time for action
is now.

“We’re going to see that growth continue aggressively,” he said. “We are
going to face serious challenges because of that.”

Around Toronto, several churches are pushing redevelopment plans in
the hopes of making a difference between finding a future and dissolution.

A redevelopment plan at Toronto’s Bloor Street United Church, for exam-
ple, includes space for the church as well as 42,000-square-feet of office
space and a 29-storey residential tower.

That project has a Jewish connection because the church is also home to
City Shul, a Reform congregation.

Another, St. Monica’s Roman Catholic Church on Broadway Avenue,
would see the existing church demolished and rebuilt next to a 44-storey
condominium tower. The residential part of the project would include a
centre for retired priests.

In both cases, Wager said, “we are planning for something that will let
these entities exist in perpetuity.”

Finding that path into the future is also the goal of Toronto’s Weston Park
Baptist Church. The west-end institution is studying a project to build a
new church, retail, and recreational centre. Ideas are being shopped around
the neighbourhood with a goal to getting final approval in 2022 and finish-
ing a new building within five years.

The redevelopment option has also worked for New York City’s
Congregation Shaare Zedek. In 2016 the synagogue was facing serious
financial trouble and eventual dissolution. Its hope for the future was
pinned on a proposed partnership with a developer and plans for a complex
that would house the shul and an apartment complex.

Today the congregation has three floors of a new building that includes
20 luxury apartments.

The alternative to such redevelopments is for congregations to simply
vanish from the landscape. That is what happened to Toronto’s Shaar
Shalom synagogue, which faced declining membership and closed in 2016,
selling to a developer.

While few Jewish congregations in Canada have taken up the redevelop-

ment challenge, Lisa Lipowitz,
director of operations for
Kehilla, said in an email
exchange the opportunity is real.

Redevelopment plans are not
easy to execute, Wager said,
adding any congregation consid-
ering such a move should part-
ner with a private firm that can
quarterback a plan through the
complicated approvals process
and help to locate needed fund-
ing.

“Costs are rising all the time,
so this is not something that can
be done by fundraising at the
community level,” he said.
“This is not an easy process. The
challenges are multi-pronged at
all levels.”

Tim Blair, CEO of United
Property Resource Corpor-
ation, the United Church of
Canada’s social development

arm, highlighted some of those problems when he said a redevelopment
proposal for Bloor Street United took 12 years of planning to get a shovel
in the ground.

“Volunteers just haven’t been able to carry these projects through,” he
said. “Typically, congregations are land-rich and cash-poor, and the devel-
opment process is very cash intensive. That’s why congregations often
need a quarterback to drive these plans forward.”

We received the following communication from the newly formed
Canadian Jewish Community Forum

October 31, 2021 
Dear Jewish Community Organization, 

This letter is your introduction to a newly formed organization, the
Canadian Jewish Community Forum.  Incorporated on June 6, 2021 the
goal of the organization is to promote participation in, engagement with,
and a sense of ownership of the Jewish agenda in Canada by all members
of the Canadian Jewish community. 

In the next few weeks the first major undertaking of the organization is
to survey the Jewish community.  This will be an opportunity for as many
people as we can reach, from across the country to tell us their priorities.
This survey is an attempt to take the pulse of Canadian Jews right now
rather than assuming what is important to us.  The survey will be confi-
dential.  We will not be collecting any personal information.   At the end of
the survey there will be an option for people to opt-in to our mailing list.
We intend to make the survey results available to any Jewish organization
that requests it.  

Results of the survey will be followed by Forums held across the coun-
try on topics that our community identifies as being important to us. The
Forums will be a safe place for Jews to respectfully discuss and debate with
each other, from our differing perspectives, issues of concern both region-
al, national and international that impact Canada, the Canadian Jewish
community and Israel. Our goal is to truly be a Forum for Canadian Jews.

As one of many important organizations in our community we are asking
you to help distribute the survey by including the survey link in your reg-
ular communication to your membership. 

We are sure you will have some questions about CJCF and the survey.
For more information, we invite you to look at our information blog
https://cjc1919.blogspot.com and to contact us at: thecjcf@gmail.com 

Once the survey is ready, we will reach out again with the link.  

Yours truly,
Renee Switzer
Acting Executive Director 

Canadian Jewish Community Forum
invites readers to respond to survey

Shaare Zedec Synagogue in New York
prior to renovation

Artist’s rendering of the rede-
veloped Shaare Zedec. The
synagogue now occupies the
bottom three floors of the new
development.



By BERNIE BELLAN

Three years ago I wrote a story about a
start-up tech company called Gryd.

One of the subjects of that story was a
young entrepreneur  by the name of Josh
Glow, who was 22 at the time. Back in
2018 Gryd had developed a novel way for
property managers to market units in their
properties to would-be renters, using the
latest in virtual reality technology. What
Gryd allowed prospective tenants to do
was to experience a 3D tour of any avail-
able rental unit – no matter where the
viewer was situated.

Josh Glow has continued to build on his
success with Gryd, expanding into another
exciting start-up venture, this time going by
the name GrydPark. Recently, I chatted
with Josh and one of his other partners in
GrydPark, Noah Gall, as they explained what their new business is all
about.

Again, using state-of-the-art technology, GrydPark will allow anyone
who might be thinking of taking a car somewhere where parking spots are
not readily available, and with a few quick steps on their smartphone, find-
ing a parking spot that will be available at a specific time for a period of
time that the driver would like – and at a good price.

In a press release issued by the makers of GrydPark, it was noted that
GrydPark “matches drivers searching for parking with unused spots in pri-
vately owned parking lots.”

In speaking with Josh and Noah, the two young men explained that the
impetus for their novel idea came from wanting “to do something for the
environment that would benefit our clients and the community at large.”

What the team behind GrydPark has done is contact property managers
in certain cities in which GrydPark is now available (GrydPark is current-

ly available in Winnipeg, with plans
to expand across Canada in the com-
ing years) and ask those managers to
list all parking spots in above ground
parking lots under their management
that might be available for anyone to
rent.

“There are plenty of empty park-
ing lots in cities everywhere,” Josh
Glow explained. As a matter of fact,
he said that there are “eight parking
spots in parking lots for every car in
North America.” 

Of course, the problem is finding a
parking spot when you need one.
What GrydPark has done is ask
property managers to create an
inventory of all the parking spots
they might have available for rent,

and at what hours of the day they could be available. 
“We’re bringing excess parking spots to the public,” Noah Gall explains.

In many instances, parking spots say they’re reserved when in actual fact
the property manager who has control of those spots doesn’t need to keep
them reserved, but if you dare park in one of those lots, even if you think
it’s safe to do so, you risk having your car towed.

Here’s how it would work in practice: Once you download the easy-to-
install GrydPark app  (which is free to download) and create an account
with information about your car and preferred method of payment, you can
“enter an address, business name, or local landmark to secure the perfect
parking spot for today or for an upcoming trip.” You are also able to enter
for how long you need a spot.

After entering the information the app quickly produces a map of possi-
ble parking lots, along with the rental rate for the time required. If a par-
ticular parking lot is acceptable, once you have accepted that lot you can
go park there so long as your plate matches the plate you’ve entered in your
GrydPark account. Also, if you need to extend your parking time you can
do that from within the app.

Using parking for a Jets game as an example (not that I go to Jets games),
I entered information for a particular upcoming game and immediately
obtained several options where to park. One that came up was on
Cumberland, only two blocks away from the Canada Life Centre. The rate
for four hours of parking was only $5 for four hours – well below the usual
parking rates in other nearby lots that would be in the $25 range.

Josh Glow noted, as well, that GrydPark maintains a good inventory of
above ground parking spots in areas where finding parking spots can be
particularly difficult, such as hospitals and universities.

I asked him about areas like Osborne Village, where finding an overnight
parking spot can often be a real challenge for residents of the area. Josh
said that GrydPark can help you find an overnight spot there too.
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Community news

Stay Young Club back at the Rady JCC 
After nearly two years of separation due to the pandemic everyone is

happy to be coming out of their homes and reconnecting! The Rady Jewish
Community Centre and Shaarey Zedek synagogue are excited to be part-
nering to start a new and improved Stay young Club at the Rady JCC. 

Designed as a wellness program for older adults this program offers
lunch, some light stretching, music, interesting lectures, and great conver-
sation with friends old and new. With this new partnership we can contin-
ue to bring diverse and quality speakers, musicians, and performers of var-
ious kinds.

This is an amazing opportunity for older adults to get out and have some
fun, while doing something great for their mind, body, and spirit. Stay
Young Club will be running every Monday from 11:15 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
starting November 22nd. 

Transportation is available. 

For more information or to register please contact Shira at
204.477.7534 or at snewman@radyjcc.com.

Young entrepreneurs team up to provide helpful solution to parking woes 

Five members of the GrydPark team are of the Hebraic persuasion (as
Harvey Rosen used to say): left to right: JOSH DONEN, ZAC CORNE,
NOAH GALL, JOSH GLOW, BRETT KOFFMAN

(Continued on page 20. See “GrydPark”.)



By BERNIE BELLAN

In our October 27 issue, within our
preview of Tarbut, we had a blurb
about a film that will be shown

Sunday evening, November 14, at 7:30
pm in the Berney Theatre.

Here is what the blurb said:

Ma Nishma Manitoba
Hot off a highly successful premiere at

Gimli Film Festival 2021 – this, playful,
funny, and evocative documentary by
two local Jewish filmmakers explores the
history of Jews in Winnipeg – the com-
plex, diverse, and dynamic experience of
the current Jewish community and what
exactly it means to be ‘Jewish enough’.
Through interviews with a Rabbi, a politician, a musician, a student, and
others; combined with joyful graphics, archival footage, and animation; the
film explores questions of identity, spirituality, family, inclusivity, creativ-
ity, and a range of perspectives on Israel.

Q & A following the film with the filmmakers Sara Bulloch and Johanna
Reimer – Henteleff

We had the opportunity to view the film prior to Tarbut. It was interest-
ing seeing a film about what it means to be Jewish in Winnipeg in 2021 pre-
sented from the perspectives of various individuals,  each of whom had
quite a different contribution to make.

I asked the two women filmmakers to give me some information about
their backgrounds. Here is what they wrote me:

From Johanna Reimer-Henteleff: “I started making films with my friends
in late high school, which ended up being really fun and I wanted to pur-
sue it further! So, I attended OCADU in Toronto and during my time there
I mainly focused on video art, installations, and documentary filmmaking.
Since I’ve been back in Winnipeg my main focus has been freelance
videography and production assistance. I’ve also gotten more into anima-
tion and illustration work since working on Ma Nishma, which has been
super cool to experiment with, and I’m hoping to work on more indepen-
dent film projects in the future! “

From Sara Bulloch: “I have a Bachelor of Commerce from the
University of Manitoba, and a Creative Communications diploma majoring
in media production with Red River College. Have also taken several
workshops related to film production here and there. Lot of my filmmak-
ing skills are self taught though. I currently work as an editor with Farpoint
Films, while also working on independent film projects.”

Using some fast paced editing techniques that kept the film from turning
into a series of long excerpts from different interviews  - which would have
bogged the film down (as so many documentaries used to do until such
well known filmmakers as Ken Burns and Michael Moore radically
changed documentary filmmaking), Ma Nishma Manitoba is quite delight-
ful - but not without its share of controversy.

One of the subjects in the film, Lasha Mowchun, is someone about whom
I wrote back in 2016 when I encountered her outside the Negev Gala that
year when she part of a group protesting the Jewish National Fund. Having
Lasha offer her rather critical views on Israel during this film is something
that may offend some members of our community, but I applaud Sara and
Joahnna for wanting to show viewers of the film different facets of the
community.

What the film also does quite nicely is explore the family histories of the
film’s subjects, using old photographs and some excellent archival footage.
Historian Dan Stone gives a good overview of how Eastern European Jews
ended up coming to Winnipeg in droves, while Rabbi Allan Finkel delves
into his own family’s history, including his mother’s experience during the
Holocaust. As well, Allan explains how his own departure from Judaism,
followed by a more recent reawakening, is something that resonates with
many Winnipeg Jews.

Others interviewed in the film include Yude Henteleff and Micah
Erenberg. Having representatives of different generations talk about their
respective understandings of what it means to be Jewish in Winnipeg cer-
tainly lends a proper balance to the film.

I have to admit though that I was rather surprised to see how much time
is devoted to interviewing Leah Gazan, who is the NDP Member of
Parliament for Winnipeg Centre. I’ve written about Leah several times
myself, but each time I was careful to point out that, although Leah had a
Jewish father, her mother was Lacotah-Chinese, and Leah identifies as an
Indigenous woman. 

In fact, this film would fit in well with the ongoing discussion we’ve had
within the pages of this newspaper about how difficult it is to establish a
clear Jewish identity for so many individuals nowadays. A good portion of

the film deals with
questions about what
are the essential char-
acteristics of Jewish
identity - especially for
young people.

And, of course, what
would a film about
Jewish identity be
without a healthy por-
tion devoted to a dis-
cussion of the pivotal
role that food plays in
so much of Jewish life?
Ma Nishma Manitoba
certainly does that, yet
it’s hard to accept that
Jewish identity can be
preserved if its princi-
pal characteristics are
certain foods, having a
sense of humor, and
believing in “tikkun
olam”.

Still, with its clever
use of graphics and
lighthearted approach
to much of its subject
matter, Ma Nishma
Manitoba is thoroughly
enjoyable - and
enlightening.

Tarbut to present film about what it means to be Jewish in Winnipeg
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Tarbut preview

STEWART ELSTON
Powell Property Group
2021 President Manitoba Real Estate Assoc.
2016 President Winnipeg REALTORS® 

204-781-9999
stewart.m.elston@gmail.com
www.stewartelston.com

Winnipeg REALTORS MLS® 
Silver and Bronze Award Winner 

For All Your Real Estate Needs! 
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Co-producers of “Ma Nishma Winnipeg” 
left: Johanna Reimer-Henteleff, right: Sara Bulloch

Jewish shoppers are calling out big-box 
retailers’ Hanukkah mistakes. It’s working.

Nov. 1, 2021 (JTA) — “Deck the halls
with matzo balls”? Hanukkah menorahs
with 12 candles?

Products with misfired Hanukkah mes-
sages have been drawn gripes for years,
but this year major retailers are responding
quickly to customer complaints about
Hanukkah products they say are culturally
inappropriate or misinformed.

It took just one day from when the
Instagram account Hanukkah Fails post-
ed about Target’s Hanukkah “Countdown
Calendar” before the major retailer
changed the product description to
“Happy Hanukkah Wall Hanging
Menorah.”

The Instagram account, which is dedicated to pointing out culturally
inappropriate Hanukkah-related products or product descriptions, posted
about the product Sunday. The original product description — which sug-
gested a connection between Hanukkah and Advent calendars that count
down the days until Christmas — was altered by Monday to remove any
reference to counting down.

Bed Bath and Beyond removed a Hanukkah product altogether after cus-
tomers pointed out that its message mixed up two different Jewish holi-
days. The product, a pillow printed with the words “Why is this night dif-
ferent from all other nights? Happy Hanukkah,” used perhaps the most
iconic phrase from the Passover seder.

After images of the pillow went viral — and after Alma, JTA’s sister site,
wrote about the “worst Hanukkah pillow of all time” — Bed Bath and
Beyond removed the product from its website.

Bed, Bath and Beyond
quickly pulled a Hanukkah
pillow that used a Passover
phrase.   

(Alma/Emily Burack) 
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Bruce Brown. A Canadian.
And an Israeli. Made Aliyah a
long time ago. Happily married
to a beautiful sabra and with
two grown kids. Bruce works in
Israel’s high tech sector by day
and, in spurts, is a somewhat
inspired writer by night. He
won the 2019 American Jewish
Press Association Simon

Rockower Award for excellence in writing. Bruce is now
blogging for The Jewish Post & News at www.jewishpostandnews.ca; his
beat….reflections on life in Israel. For comments on his blog, Bruce can be
contacted at rfi91blog@gmail.com

Ed. note: The following was posted to Bruce’s blog on www.jewishpo-
standnews.ca  on Oct. 30. We thought it appropriate to print it in this issue
due to Bruce’s reflections on driving and parking in Israel.

Apparently Winnipeg drivers are some of the best in the world - because
of their abilities to drive under very challenging weather conditions: ice
and sleet and low visibility nine months a year - and navigating pot holes
during the other three months.

Israeli driving skills are different. While not the world’s best, we may be
some of the most aggressive. We face challenges of a different sort: navi-
gating extremely narrow lanes - on freeways and city streets. Sometimes
the distance between cars is mere centimeters. Driving on Route 6, Israel’s
cross-country freeway (partly financed by a Canadian consortium) can be
particularly daunting, especially when it’s under repairs - where the space
between lanes can quickly turns negative.  And Israeli drivers tend not to
yield. Reminiscent of Manisphere’s bumping car rides….

  ++++  
  Then there’re parking lots. Parking in spaces so narrow Elastic Man

would have difficulty getting out his car. Or squeezing back in. I pity the
oversized. Not only are the white lined spaces barely the width of a car. But
try parking when the other guy - who thrives outside the proverbial box or
in this case parking spot - creatively makes his own parking space. And
you’re stuck negotiating a 29-point parking maneuver.    

  ++++  
Two hundred nude volunteer models posed naked along the banks of

Israel’s Dead Sea. This is American photographer Spencer Tunick’s third
such ‘climate’ shoot here - to emphasize the shrinking Dead Sea. Receding
about one meter a year.   In this shoot, Tunick had his models covered with
nothing more than white body paint to evoke a reference to the Biblical
story of Lot’s wife. Who turned into a pillar of salt for looking back at
Sodom and Gomorrah as she and her family fled its destruction.   Of course
there was the regular ruckus between Israel’s disparate lawmakers. Israel’s
tourism ministry - run by the centrist Yesh Atid’s Yoel Razvozov-
bankrolled part of the shoot. Arad’s Mayor Nisan Ben Hamo also support-
ed the shoot, claiming it reconfirmed the liberal nature of his city, which
neighbors the Dead Sea. Contrasted by the usual bunch of theocrats decry-
ing the event as a ‘mass abomination’.   As for this centular (center-secular)
blogger. While I would avoid such rhetoric, I can understand those who
may not ‘get it’. And while I may not embrace Israel baring (pun intended)

its ultra-liberal tendencies in a nouveau-central Tel Aviv,
uber-creative, somewhat antagonistic way to save the
world - how’s that for rhetoric. Or, more succinctly, to
save the mineral rich Dead Sea from mismanagement and
climate change. Well… in any case the cause is good. So
maybe I too will let it all hang out in Tunick’s next nude
shoot at the lowest place on earth. 

Good luck Avigdor Liberman, Israel’s no-nonsense, sec-
ular Finance Minister. Working to pass Israel’s first
national budget since 2018. With the religious parties no

longer holding disproportionate influence over the national purse strings.
Time for some real reform and daring economics. The budget needs to pass
by Nov 14 or Israel goes to election. Again. (For an update to what Bruce
is writing about see the following story.)

  ++++  
Talk about narrow lanes. How about Israeli grocery store aisles?

Shoppers veering this way and that to avoid collision. Compare the width
of grocery store aisles between Supersol and Loblaws (still around?). At
least a 2:1 ratio. So lots of navigating during weekly grocery shopping
trips. On the roads. In the parking lots. And in the grocery store aisles.   

Regards from Israel
Bruce

Israel blog
Narrow Lanes & Aisles

As well, you can book a parking
spot up to one month in advance and
you can book spots for an hour, a day,
or for a month, if spots are available

for that long. 
With GrydPark’s head office located in Winnipeg, it made sense for

Winnipeg to be the first city in which GrydPark became available. Josh and
Noah did say that for the 25 employees of the firm, most of whom are
located in Winnipeg, being able to offer the service in their home town is
something which makes them quite happy.

One other aspect of GrydPark that readers of this paper might find espe-
cially interesting is that five members of the GrydPark team are Jewish.
Now, if those five could only introduce their app in Israel, where anyone
who has ever tried to find a parking spot in an urban setting there knows
what a nightmare that can be, then they’ll really have performed a huge ser-
vice to Israeli motorists. (See the accompanying piece by former
Winnipegger Bruce Brown about how dreadful an experience trying to find
a parking spot in Israel can be for a fuller explanation of what I’m talking
about.)

GrydPark
(Continued from page 18.)

REGARDS FROM ISRAEL

By

BRUCE BROWN

Israel approves national budget, averting new
government’s collapse and repeat election

By ASAF SHALEV
Nov. 4, 2021 (JTA) — In

what was seen as a crucial
test in Israel’s longstanding
governing crisis, the coun-
try’s lawmakers managed to
approve a national budget
for the first time in more
than three years on
Thursday.

A failure to do so by a
Nov. 14 deadline would
have meant the collapse of
Israel’s new government
and a fifth national election
since 2019. 

The approval of the fiscal
framework marks a victory for the coalition led by Prime Minister Naftali
Bennett over his predecessor, Benjamin Netanyahu, who sought to under-
mine parliamentary negotiations as more than 700 individual budgetary
provisions came up for a vote. 

The passage of the $195 billion budget for 2021 will allow Israel’s gov-
ernmental offices to resume long-range planning and other routine func-
tions after a hiatus imposed by Netanyahu. Many are seeing hope for an
end to the political chaos that has engulfed Israel in recent years. 

“A holiday for the State of Israel,” Naftali Bennett said in a tweet. “After
years of chaos, we formed a government. We overcame [the delta variant].
And now, God bless, we have brought a budget to Israel.”

Bennett is governing on the slimmest of majorities, an arrangement of 61
odd bedfellows — including parties from the right, center, left and Arab
sector — in a parliament with 120 seats. A single defection would have
scuttled the budget.

Netanyahu tried to break up Bennett’s alliance in the weeks leading up to
Thursday by disparaging the proposed budget as friendly to the rich, and
highlighting provisions he characterized as handouts to the only party in
the coalition representing Arab Israelis. He reportedly approached law-
makers in the coalition with offers of senior roles in a future right-wing
government if Israel went to election again. 

But in the end, Netanyahu’s rhetoric and meddling failed, and lawmak-
ers approved a budget. They’ll now begin debating the 2022 budget in
anticipation of a March deadline for approval. 

Israeli parking lot (Now how
are the boxed-in cars going to
get out?)

Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett
speaks during a plenum session and vote
on the state budget at the assembly hall
in the Knesset (Israeli parliament), in
Jerusalem, Nov. 3, 2021. 

(Ahmad Gharabli/AFP via Getty Images) 



BEER-SHEVA, Israel and TORONTO, Canada,
November 1, 2021 – The Azrieli Foundation recently
announced a donation in the amount of CAD$15.6 mil-
lion to the National Autism Research Centre of Israel
(NARCI), a unique collaboration between scientists
from Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (BGU) and
clinicians from Soroka University Medical Center
(SUMC), both in the desert city of Beer-Sheva, Israel.
The centre, originally established by the Ministry of
Science and Technology, is dedicated to translational
research that will revolutionize diagnosis techniques and
interventions for autism and other neurodevelopmental
conditions. In honour of this generous and transforma-
tional donation, the centre has proudly been renamed
The Azrieli National Centre for Autism and
Neurodevelopment Research.

Ben-Gurion University President Prof. Daniel Chamovitz, “The Azrieli
National Centre for Autism and Neurodevelopment Research is a quin-
tessential BGU project. Innovative, cutting-edge and super-disciplinary,
designed to make world-class discoveries while providing critical support
and hope to families. The Azrieli Foundation has been our partner for a
number of years and on a number of innovative initiatives. We are grateful
that they recognize our unique vision.”

Naomi Azrieli, Chair and CEO of the Azrieli Foundation, explains
why the Foundation invested in the center. “Neurodevelopmental research
and supporting people with neurodevelopmental disabilities is one of our
core priorities. We help people maximize their potential by connecting
them to resources, expertise and education, and the Azrieli National Centre
for Autism and Neurodevelopment Research will do exactly that – by
building and nurturing networks which enable research and innovative
technology.”  

Danna Azrieli, Chair of The Azrieli Group and the Azrieli
Foundation Israel:” We are delighted to join forces with Ben-Gurion
University, a top-rated global institution, which has developed ground-
breaking research studies and innovative technology. Ben-Gurion
University and the City of Beer-Sheva are especially close to our heart, as
it is our goal to further help develop the Negev and create more opportuni-
ties in the area. It is our biggest wish to see the Negev flourish by devel-
oping its educational systems, academic facilities and its health services, all
in the hope of creating an inclusive and equal society in Israel.”  

Prof. Ilan Dinstein, Director of The Azrieli National Centre for
Autism and Neurodevelopment Research and a member of both the
Departments of Psychology and Cognitive & Brain Sciences, explains
how the donation from the Azrieli Foundation will help to advance the
invaluable work currently performed at the centre. “Our research has
demonstrated that autism is actually a family of multiple disorders, with a
variety of symptoms that are caused by different reasons. The big challenge
is to determine how many types of autism there are, how to best identify
them early, and most importantly, what interventions work best for each
type. To determine this, scientists have to partner with clinicians and study
large numbers of children with autism over extended periods of time.”

The six-year plan will vastly expand the centre and its reach.

A dedicated facility inside SUMC will be constructed that will double the
space for working with ASD children and performing cutting-edge
research. It will house state-of-the-art genetics/bioinformatics, biomarker-
detection, and neuroimaging labs, which will process collected
samples/data and provide services to autism researchers throughout the
country.

Dr. Gal Meiri, Director of The Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
Department at SUMC and Medical Director of the centre, described the
great excitement regarding the development of the centre. “We truly
believe that combining clinical and scientific excellence will lead to criti-
cal breakthroughs in the way we currently diagnose and treat children with
autism.”

Existing data collection will be expanded to many autism clinics through-
out Israel, where multiple types of clinical and behavioral data, biological
samples (e.g., DNA and blood samples), and neuroimaging data will be
collected. This data collection will enable the rapid expansion of the
National Autism Database, which will triple in size within five years. New
faculty members, post-docs, and graduate students, as well as scientific,
clinical, technical, and administrative support staff will be recruited to

manage this extensive data collection and
sharing effort.

“We are extremely fortunate and grate-
ful to be on the receiving end of such a
generous donation from a world-
renowned organization like The Azrieli
Foundation,” says Mark Mendelson,
CEO of Canadian Associates of Ben-
Gurion University. “This donation will
enable world class researchers at BGU to
further explore the intricacies of autism,
allowing them to create and innovate new
interventions, medications and solutions
for people living with this disorder.”

About the Azrieli Foundation
With a firm belief that everyone, from our most vulnerable to our most

exceptional, has a contribution to make, the Azrieli Foundation has been
opening doors, breaking ground and nurturing networks for over 30 years.
As the largest non-corporate foundation in Canada, we fund institutions
and operate programs in Canada and Israel.  

About Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (BGU) is the fastest growing

research university in Israel. With 20,000 students, 6,000 staff and faculty
members, and three campuses in Beer-Sheva, Sde Boker and Eilat, BGU is
an agent of change, fulfilling the vision of David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s leg-
endary first prime minister, who envisaged the future of Israel emerging
from the Negev. 

About Canadian Associates of Ben-Gurion University:
Canadian Associates of Ben-Gurion University (CABGU) is the Canadian
fundraising arm of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. As part of its man-
date, CABGU showcases BGU’s academic excellence and cutting-edge
research from the desert for the world. 

The Azrieli Foundation announces Cad$15.6 donation for national autism research at 
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and Soroka University Medical Centre

Introducing the Azrieli National Centre for Autism and Neurodevelopment Research
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The Azrieli National Centre for Autism and
Neurodevelopment Research in Beer Sheva
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Their same-sex rabbinical wedding was a historic first for the Conservative movement
By ALIX WALL

Nov. 5, 2021 (JTA) — You could
call it bashert: 15 years after a land-
mark decision in Judaism’s
Conservative movement that paved
the way for gay and lesbian students
to enter its rabbinical schools and for
rabbis to perform same-sex wed-
dings, it would seem like destiny
that two Conservative rabbis would
wed.

Of course, it happened at Camp
Ramah.

Rabbi Ariella Rosen and Rabbi
Becca Walker tied the knot at the
Conservative movement’s camp in
Palmer, Massachusetts, last month,
with yet another queer woman rabbi,
Megan GoldMarche, officiating.
Rosen’s father, Rabbi Jim Rosen,
also played a role.

“It feels like we shouldn’t be
groundbreaking,” Walker told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency. And yet she
and Rosen made history as the first-ever same-sex marriage between two
Conservative rabbis, according to Rabbi Ashira Konigsburg, the chief oper-
ating officer of the movement’s Rabbinical Assembly, who said the organi-
zation was not aware of any others.

The Conservative movement adopted legal rulings designed to make gay
and lesbian Jews “feel accepted and welcomed” in its synagogues and com-
munities. The next year, its two U.S. rabbinical schools admitted their first
gay students. And in 2012, the movement issued guidelines for the first
time for same-sex weddings, although many rabbis had been performing
them already.

Now, openly gay Conservative rabbis work in a variety of settings — and
while many have married, including to others who work in the Jewish
world, none so far have paired off as Rosen and Walker did.

Until recently, Walker, 33, was the assistant rabbi at Toronto’s Beth
David congregation; Rosen, 35, is senior Jewish educator at Hillel Ontario. 

They met at a Rabbinical Assembly retreat in May 2018 for early-career
women rabbis at the Isabella Freedman Jewish Retreat Center in
Connecticut.

They first clicked as conversational partners in a workshop. On a hike,
they ended up only speaking to each other. Then, they stayed up late talk-
ing at a campfire, long after everyone else went to sleep.

Both women grew up in New England, and knew of each other while
undergraduates in the joint Jewish Studies program between List College
and Columbia University.

Rosen was ordained by the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in
New York in 2015 (she is one of four people in her immediate family to
have attended JTS). Walker was ordained by the Ziegler School of
Rabbinic Studies at the American Jewish University in Los Angeles in
2016. 

GoldMarche, who married them, said she saw it coming that night at the
campfire before they did. While Rosen thought she had made it clear she
was queer, Walker says she hadn’t; Walker spent much of the retreat won-
dering if they were connecting as friends or something more.

Walker came out her senior year of college, while Rosen did a year after
ordination. Rosen was living in Philadelphia then, and Walker in East
Lansing, Michigan. In August 2018, Rosen went to visit Walker; she was
the first woman Rosen ever dated.

Their relationship began long-distance, with them either visiting each
other or meeting elsewhere. In July 2019, Walker moved to Toronto.
Meanwhile, Rosen had left Philadelphia for New York, planning to join
Walker in the summer of 2020; that was, until the pandemic hit. Instead,
they moved in with Rosen’s family in West Hartford, Connecticut. 

“We made a major transition from long distance, to never not being
together,” Walker said. “But seeing the ease of us doing life together, even
with everything so hard around us, we felt that we can do this.”

They enjoy learning Torah together, or teaching a class together … some-
times.

“We don’t ‘rabbi’ each other,” Rosen said. “Since we’re both rabbis, it’s
really important to be able to turn off that piece.” 

They knew they wanted a proper wedding when it was safe to gather. But
they also learned that Rosen could join Walker in Canada only if they were
legally married.

So in May of 2020, their friend Julie Finkelstein, senior director of pro-
gram strategy and innovation at the Foundation for Jewish Camp, per-
formed a civil ceremony on a Brooklyn rooftop (Rosen was still a New
York resident). They deliberately chose not to have a rabbi officiate, and,
though they were legally married at that point, they refer to that ceremony
as their “engagement.”

In July 2020, they both moved to Toronto.
On Oct. 24, they had their Jewish wedding in the spot where Rosen

attended Shabbat services as a Ramah
camper. It was an egalitarian ceremo-
ny in which some blessings were
changed to say “bride and bride,” and
each woman broke a glass. There were
around 100 guests, including – they
estimate – 19 rabbis, one cantor and
one rabbinical student.

They changed the traditional ring
exchange language to what the
Conservative movement calls a “brit
ahuvot,” or covenant of love. 

“It was a privilege that we carry, that
others before us had already done the
important work of creating a frame-
work that felt meaningful for us, and
viable for who we are,” said Rosen.

While most if not all of the guests
were vaccinated, the ceremony,
reception and dancing were all held
outside, and apple cobbler was
served in lieu of cake. The brides

both wore Dr. Martens combat boots with their wedding dresses.
Speaking of the optics of a queer woman rabbi marrying two of her queer

women colleagues,  Walker said, “I’m happy to have more people see this,
as it makes people feel there’s a place for them, too.”

Rabbis Becca Walker (left) and Ariella Rosen became the first same-
sex rabbinical couple to be married in the Conservative movement. At
their egalitarian ceremony, each bride broke a glass. (Kelly Prizel
Photography) 

Max Fried pitches Atlanta Braves to first
World Series win in 26 years

By JACOB
GURVIS

Nov. 3, 2021 (JTA)
— Jewish ace pitcher
Max Fried delivered
his Atlanta Braves to
their first World
Championship since
1995 with six shutout
innings in Tuesday’s
Game 6 of a World
Series heralded as
the most Jewish in
baseball history.

The 27-year-old
lefty held the Houston Astros to four hits, overcoming a potentially serious
injury to strike out six without surrendering a run or a walk.

The game contained what might have been the most Jewish play in any
Major League Baseball matchup ever: In the bottom of the second inning,
Astros star third baseman Alex Bregman stepped up to the plate and sliced
Fried’s second pitch to right field, where Braves outfielder Joc Pederson
easily caught it for out number two. 

To most fans, the sequence was a mundane flyout with no significance.
But to Jewish fans, the play showcased three Jewish players performing on
the sport’s biggest stage. 

For Pederson, who entered the series on a red-hot tear immortalized by
his nickname Joctober, the victory gave him a second consecutive World
Championship. Pederson played for the 2020 World Champion Los
Angeles Dodgers. He celebrated the achievement with a cigar and his
trademark pearl necklace.

The fourth Jewish player to appear in the World Series, Astros backup
catcher Garrett Stubbs, entered the game as a defensive replacement in the
ninth inning. He did not bat.

Fried’s success on the mound came after a scary moment in the bottom
of the first inning. With the lanky pitcher covering first base on a ground
ball, the Astros’ Michael Brantley came charging down the basepath, step-
ping on Fried’s ankle instead of the base. Replays showed Fried’s ankle
almost flatten under Brantley’s cleat.

For his teammates and coaches, it was a frightening few moments. But
Fried popped right back up, and pitched deep into the game.

“I just told myself that I was going to go out there and be 100% me, just
try to pitch and try to win a ballgame,” Fried said after the win. “I knew I
could empty the tank. I knew it was the last outing of the year. I was defi-
nitely running on fumes at the end of the playoffs, but I knew I had to be
ready for one more.”

Aside from Fried’s sparkling Game 6 start, the Jewish players had a cold
series. Pederson had just one hit in 15 at bats, while Bregman knocked two,
one of them a double, in 21 at bats. Bregman also struck out seven times,
to Pederson’s four.

Atlanta Brave’s ace Max Fried pitches his way
to a World Series triumph in game 6 versus the
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Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column

Dara Horn’s book “People Love Dead Jews” (2021)
is a provocative non-fictional study of how people
view Jews not as living individuals, but   as mythi-
cal  creatures. In beautifully  written semi autobio-
graphical essays the   american born Jewish author
examines such issues as the Jews of China, family
names change, Ann Frank, Shylock, Jews in Muslim
countries, and more, to advocate (a little too strong-
ly) for Jewish self pride. We, Jews, are here, and we
are alive.

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at
the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

 

Jewish Radio Hour
Tune in to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 - 2:30

PM  at 92.7 FM or online at ckjs.com  Although the sta-
tion will broadcast in both the old and new frequencies for
several months everyone is encouraged to listen at 92.7
FM. 

Rochelle Zucker will host both segments on November
14th. 

On November 20th Gerry Posner will talk to journalist
and author Michael Posner whose second book in the
three part series on Leonard Cohen is now available. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast web-
site:

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg

At Capitol Hill grilling, Biden
official confirms plans to reopen

consulate for Palestinians
By DMITRIY SHAPIRO

(November 4, 2021 / JNS) Deputy Secretary of State
for Management and Resources Matt McKeon confirmed
on Wednesday that the administration is seeking to
reopen the U.S. Consulate for Palestinians in its original
location in Jerusalem.

McKeon was grilled by Rep. Lee Zeldin (R-N.Y.), co-
chair of the House Republican Israel Caucus, during his
testimony before the House Foreign Affairs Committee
and asked whether he was involved in planning the
reopening of the consulate.

McKeon confirmed that he was, telling Zeldin that the
administration was contemplating opening the consulate
at a facility already owned by the United States on Agron
Road in Jerusalem in the western half of the city.

“Already having a site that the United States owned is
an important factor in this because having to go find a
different site could be a challenge,” he said. “The main
purpose of this consulate—and the main reason we want
to use the one on Agron Road—is that [it] is the mecha-
nism through which we have engaged the Palestinians in
the past and for well over a century before it was closed.
That’s what’s driving our decision-making on that.”

Zeldin asked whether the administration believes that
Jerusalem is the capital of Israel.

McKeon confirmed that it was the administration’s
position, though he did not want to weigh in on Zeldin’s
follow-up question as to whether officials also believe
the city should remain undivided.

McKeon said that he does not deal with such policy
issues every day.

“I believe we still regard Jerusalem as a final-status
question,” he said. “But I want to get you a more precise
answer for the record.”

Zeldin pointed out that the Jerusalem Embassy Act of
1995, which then-Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.) voted for,
states that Jerusalem should remain the undivided capital
of Israel. He also cited a recent video where the
Palestinian Authority said the purpose of putting an
embassy in Jerusalem was to divide the city.

“So the Palestinian Authority wants the U.S. govern-
ment to do this,” stated Zeldin. “Their intent, their pur-
pose, their motivation is to divide Jerusalem.”

Earlier this week, more than 200 House Republicans
sent a letter to U.S. President Joe Biden expressing strong
opposition to reopening the consulate.

It was closed under the Trump administration and
replaced by a Palestinian Affairs Unit as a branch of the
U.S. embassy in Jerusalem, though continued to operate
from the same building on Agron Road.



T
here I was sit-
ting in a restau-
rant, my first

time in one in over a
year. It was inside or
face the wasps out-
side. And since there
was no one else
inside, my good friend

and former Winnipegger Dan Finkleman and I
sat down at What a Bagel for our once a month
lunch. It is at these lunches where we both retreat
to the glory years of the past and reflect on how
sad it is that our grandkids will never know the
kind of joy that came from growing up in the 50s
and 60s in Winnipeg. We had just settled in when
I spotted a guy who looked familiar to me. I
immediately eliminated that thought as I could

not imagine his being in Toronto, let alone this
restaurant. Yet, he noticed me and fortunately
(my mask was now off) he recognized me and he
came over to the table. Finkleman remembered
him vaguely ( there is a four-year age gap) and
of course, his family. For the next 30 minutes,
our visitor,  Michael Averbach, chatted with us
on all things Winnipeg. Now understand, he
stood throughout the entire time, no doubt being
careful not to get too close to us. I can imagine
what our waitress was thinking as she, well - had
to wait. 

Now, that was a great visit. We covered a
whole lot of ground in that conversation, ranging
from where the clubhouse at Glendale was locat-
ed to other matters relating to girls Dan knew or
wanted to know, some of whom were related to
Averbach and, in fact, ranging to why Averbach
was in Toronto in the first place. You get the pic-
ture.  I wondered who enjoyed this encounter the
most, Finkleman, Averbach or me. Suffice to say
that seeing Michael made me wonder about sev-
eral things. The whole meeting with him was
really a chance connection since, not only did

Dan and I have to be at the same
place at the same time as Michael,
but we chose on this day to eat
inside, as is our usual custom.  Had
we eaten outside, the likelihood of
his seeing us would have been
extremely low, because we would
have been on the side of the restau-
rant and not visible to him. 

Of course, one topic for discussion
was the fact that Averbach was part
of the  Jewish Bredin Drive families
in East Kildonan, There were, in fact
more than a few families, but the
names of Biillinkoff, Swartz, Freed,
Bellan, Glesby, Snaper, Wolchock
and Gobuty jump out at me. As well,
we discussed Michael’s career, about
which Dan was not fully up to date.  

Averbach is a retired Chartered
Accountant, something he did for
over 45 years. Moreover, he is, I told
Dan, a top golfer and one who must
surely rank as one of the best Jewish
golfers of all time in Manitoba
(although I admit there is no such
award for this category and neither
do I know what the qualifications are
to be included in the ranking. Just
call it the Gerry Posner off the top of
his head decision desk for Manitoba
Jewish golfing greats.) What is a fact
is that he is one of two people who
served  both on the board of
Glendale and who also became
President of the Manitoba Golf
Association (the other being Manny
Bricker). It was during this discus-
sion on golf that we argued about the
location of the original clubhouse at
Glendale.  However, if you think our
conversation had little depth to it,
you would be wrong, as we did can-
vass the federal election results and

that subject gave way to some very definite opin-
ions. 

As Finkleman, Averbach and I concluded our
time together, one certainty emerged from our
long chat. We all agreed without hesitation that
we were privileged to have grown up when and
where we did. We had it easier than our children
and far easier than it is for our grandkids, irre-
spective of being in Winnipeg or Toronto or
Calgary. We lamented the path ahead for our
grandkids today. (Among the three of us, we
have 13). We also reached a clear consensus that
Winnipeg was the better place to live. And, on
that subject, we agreed to continue the conversa-
tion when Averbach is next in Toronto. 

Later, I wondered where  the various descen-
dants of the Bredin Drive group enclave have
gone? In fact, what I asked to nobody in particu-
lar was the reason why the families that moved
to Bredin Drive settled in East Kildonan in the
first place, an unlikely place for Jewish families
to move to unless it was a desire to be closer to
Jerusalem (somehow I think that was not the
motivation)? Maybe it was the attempt to popu-
late the area at that time with Jewish families. Or
maybe it was the attraction of being close to the
Red River. It certainly was not a need to be close
to a synagogue since there was none in East
Kildonan. And lest I forget, Bredin Drive was
not the only street with Jews living in East
Kildonan. I recall Glenwood Crescent and
Roosevelt Place could round up a minyan. By
the way, that information about the names of
people and their residences is available to any-
one who looks up Henderson’s Directory ( and
where has that gone) for the 1950s and the  per-
sonal information of each family and the address
is set out in bold print. Alas, not possible today.
What is possible is to go online and find this
information without leaving your chair. Still, I
took a shortcut and looked at an earlier article in
this paper on the street wherein Shael Glesby
(whose family lived on the street)  listed many of
the homes occupied by Jewish families in the
1950s. Here is the list Shael provided: 

255 - Ratner (Max and Helen)
265 - Glesby (Bert & Silvia) original owners

were Billinkoffs (Ben & Yetta)
275 - Billinkoff (Joe & Ann)
285 - Gobuty (James & Rae)
210 - Snaper (Mark & Ethel)
250 - Brownstein (Vicki)
260 - Wolchock (Bill & Rose)
300 - Freed (Max & Marion)
310 - Billinkoff (Ben & Yetta) after selling

265.
320 - Bellan (Sam & Marjorie)
There were three more Jewish families just

north of 320, but I don’t know which houses
were owned by which.

Swartz
Averbach
Jacobson
As I examined these names, I returned to my

original question as to what ever happened to all
of the descendants of the street, that is the kids
from my time? I invite the readers to weigh in on
the whereabouts of the Bredin Drive children
(now, likely grandparents). There is a reunion
waiting to happen. And to think all  this was trig-
gered by meeting Michael Averbach at a lunch in
Toronto. 

Ed. note: If you’d like to read my original arti-
cle about Bredin Drive, which Gerry references
and which appeared in our Sept. 16, 2020 issue,
you can find it on our website simply by entering
the name Bredin Drive in our search engine.
That story quotes from a 1949 story in The
Jewish Post that explained how Bredin Drive
came to be and how so many Jewish families
ended up there.
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